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The search for
balance between our detail-focused daily grind and

big-picture idea making is a constant for architects.
Our intellects earn our bread, yet running our com-
plicated businesses can be an all-consuming affair.

The grass always looks greener on the lot next
door. The self-determining sole proprietor draws
envy for his freedom, but the star of the one-man
show answers to health insurers and tax collectors.
The large firm's design director walks a high-design
high wire above a corporate safety net, yet she's
hamstrung by death-by-committee bureaucracy. In
every case, architects must create ways to create. A
few broad stereotypes suggest how we do so:

The coper. Most of us behave this way: We work
hard until we feel reasonably caught up, and then
clear room for trace paper and mouse. So our days
are longer, leading to more imagination-inhibiting
stress: Last year, two out of five architects worked
regularly outside of the nine-to-five fold, versus only
25 percent of all workers in the United States.

The moonlighter. Creative liberation seems
more palpable when we're away from the office. The
classic case study, Frank Lloyd Wright, started his
nocturnal practice by poaching house projects from
Sullivan and Adler in the 1890s. Like Wright, young
designers take clandestine commissions "not only to
make extra money but also to be able to make their
own decisions," wrote Dana Cuff in Architecture:
The Story of Practice. "Moonlighting keeps 'busi-
ness' at the office and provides an outlet for design."

The night owl. Does your artistic apex arrive in

the wee hours (under the spell of wine, perhaps)?
Grad-school studios and mid-career moonlighting
make us think this is normal, though our life partners
and pets argue otherwise. Gio Ponti once admon-
ished budding architects to "think all night architec-
ture, [and] work all day architecture." So we trade
free time for free thinking, eroding the boundary
between work and life. lt! not always healthy.

The partnership. Another classic scenario: One
creates while the other tends the till. l.M. Pei, for

example, had the late Eason Leonard, who managed

a spotless operation for more than three decades,
giving Pei enough freedom to design 200 break-
through buildings. Successful paftners work hard to
keep their relationships fair and fresh-especially
those husband-wife duos matching business acu-

men and design prowess, such as the Libeskinds.
The collaborator. Some architects formalize their

creative space by establishing a mini-atelier of some
kind. To boost innovation at Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill, design paftner Roger Duffy established a

"laboratory for architectural innovation" and began
publishing books of juried critiques. A similar, trendi-
er mindset is partnering on individual projects with
experts and artists; the architects may do less of their
own creating, but they find powerful synergies.

The liquidator. I had my own firm, says the seller,

but it cramped my style. So I cashed in and (a) stayed

on as design padner, or (b) started another life; l'm
happy now. New to this category is Canada's talented
Peter Busby, who merged his busy practice with Perkins

& Will last month to have "a better platform to work
from, and access to larger design opportunities," he

says. He also happily surrenders sole supervision of a

65-person shop: "This takes a load off my shoulders

and gives me time to concentrate on what I like to do."
The academic. Another coping mechanism rs

teaching. Although a time drain, it yields "creative
freedom and therapy from our everyday lives," as

lsraeli architect Yechiel Korin, who teaches at
Technion and Tel Aviv University,told Architecture of
lsrael Quarterly. "The sharp polarity between hectic
work in the office and relaxed teaching at the uni-
versity recharges my batteries [and] compels me to
keep searching for ... new ways of thinking."

Architects will always look for ways to break free
from the shackles of their very businesses. And whether
we prefer private conferences or open competitions,
in-house charrettes or far-flung sabbaticals, the search

for creative freedom is endemic to our professional
lives. Ourwork realm may be riddled with compromise,
but we're loath to compromise on innovation.

Suggest techniques and approaches via csu | | ivan@architectu remag.com.
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A class act
The article on Jewish identity in architecture [July 2004, page
231 was brilliant and thought provoking. You're a class act,
making a real and unique contribution to architecture.
Ken Katz
Fort Lauderdale

Go State!
I enjoy your magazine and the issues and projects covered,
but you owe an apology to the AIA president-elect Kate
Schwennsen [July 2004, page 13]: She's a professor at my
alma mater, lowa State University, not the University of lowa.
Kevin Timmerman
La Crosse, Wisconsin

Up your ash (quotient)
Regarding the article on shortages [July 2004, page 16],

Architecture missed an opportunity to educate the profession
about fly ash. Depending on design requirements, architects
can speci! fly ash as a substitute for up to 50 percent of the
Portland cement used in concrete. Not only will this help avert
cement shortages, but it also helps our environment by reduc-
ing cement production and making use of scrubber waste
from coal-fired power plants.
John Klopf
San Francisco

Volunteers, please
Thomas Fisher! Protest
opinion [July 2004, page
801 is so right-on that it
hurts. I hope this stirs up
a hornet's nest of dia-
logue-as well as action.
Maybe some person out
there in the architectural
universe who has made
his millions and earned
enough glory for two life-
times will see fit to
address homelessness in

a meaningful way.

Rolf Fuessler

Boston

The Protest by Thomas Fisher is blatantly anti-American and
displays a sophomoric hatred. lt destroys without building and
offers blanket condemnation without any sense of balance.
There must be a hundred better ways to suggest change.
David L. Walker
Corpus Christi, Texas

ldhat do you think? Send letters ta csullivan@architecturemag.com.
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Airports are busy again. Projected numbers suggest that pas-

senger traffic in 2004 should exceed levels not reached since

2000. a banner year for the industry. While this indicates that
travelers are overcoming their post-9/1 1 fear of flying, it also

brings a space crisis into sharp relief. To respond to increasing

flights and foot traffic-up by 3.5 percent last year-many air-

ports, and especially the nation's 20 largest, are initiating or
resuming building programs to meet the rising demand.

Atlanta's Hartsfield-Jackson is in the middle of a 1O-year cam-
paign to add another runway and two more terminals;

Chicago's O'Hare is modernizing and expanding two termi-
nals, expected to be completed in 2007; and John F. Kennedy
International Airport in New York City will add a new terminal
for Jet Blue Ain,rays (above), to begin construction in 2005,

hugging Eero Saarinen's TWA Terminal, in spite of protests by
preservationists. "This is going to be a very efficient, very busy

terminal," says Bill Hooper; principal in charge of the 640,000-

square-foot projea for architect Gensler. Katie Gerfen

While last month's Athens
Olympic Games were able to
take advantage of a slew of
venues completed on a down-
to-the-wire schedule-most
notably Santiago Calatrava's

Olympic Stadium with its dra-
matic roof design-the status
of the the central venue at the
next summer games is being

called into serious question. Work on the $730 million nation-
al stadium for the Beijing 2008 Olympics has been suspend-
ed indefinitely by Chinese authorities. The structure, the work
of Swiss architects Hezog & de Meuron and likened to a

bird's nest, may be scrapped as local governments across
China struggle to cut spending on so-called "white elephant"
projects to prevent "overheating" of the country's economy.
Jamie Reynolds

On September 21st, the Smithsonian National Museum of

the American lndian will open amidst celebration and fan-

fare, including a six-day festival of native cultures. The muse-

um occupies the last available plot of land on the national

mall, and represents a distinct architectural style said to
embody Native American cultural principles. Reminiscent of
"a natural rock form that has been carved by wind and

water." according to Duane Blue Spruce, facilities coordina-
tor for the museum, it is likely that this building will come to
be a cultural icon.

There are some affiliated with the design process, howev-

er, who are not celebrating. Canadian Douglas Cardinal-the
original architect of the museum-was terminated from the

project in 1998 after what he claims was a politically charged

process that resulted in his initial concept being usurped by

the rest of the design team, which included Philadelphia-

based GBOC Architects. Cardinal left Washington after four
years of involvement and has since renounced all ties to the

project, claiming that he bowed out of the creative process

and was left with a $1 million debt for the production of con-

struction drawings, models, and plans.

The museum states that the design process was a collabo-

rative one from the beginning, with Cardinal working closely

with GBOC, John Paul Jones of Jones + Jones, and architects

Ramona Sakiestewa and Donna House. Blue Spruce says that
the reason for Cardinal! dismissal was "a breakdown in ihe
working relationship between the office of Douglas Cardinal

and GBOC" that "translated into a difficulty in getting things

done in a timely manner," a charge which Cardinal denies. In

1998, after Cardinal was dismissed from the project,
SmithGroup and the Polshek Partnership were brought in to
fill the void in the team. The disagreement has cast a shadow

of strife and scandal around the projea.
While it is expected that Cardinal will boycott the opening

festivities, he still claims that the design is largely his: "That's

my signature style. No one else can claim authorship, though
everyone has tried." Katie Gerfen
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In a decision that may have {ar-reaching repercussions

for the compliance of state-owned buildings with fed-
eral codes, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that dis-

abled people can sue in cases where states ignore
their federally protected civil rights.

The case in point involved a Tennessee man
named George Lane, who was forced to crawl up two
flights of steps to make an appearance in a Benton,
Tennessee, courthouse. Lane is disabled, and the
courthouse did not provide suitable access to the
building as prescribed under the ,Americans with
Disabilities Act. When Lane refused to crawl or oe
carried up for a subsequent court date, he was

arrested for failing to appear. He is suing the state for
$100,000 in damages.

The Supreme Court voted 5-4 in favor of the deci-

sion. Previously, it was thought that, on constitutional
grounds, states could not be sued over federal regu-

lation without their permission. Jamie Reynolds

In the latest twist on what has been a dramatic few
months for Daniel Libeskind, the architect has been

appointed "Cultural Ambassador for Architecture" by

the U.S. State Department's "CultureConnect" initia-
tive. This program, founded in part as a response to
the September 11 attacks, sends American emissaries

to other countries in an effort to promote cross-cultur-

al understanding through workshops and seminars

mainly directed at young people. Other ambassadors

include photographer Joel Meyerowitz, cellist Yo-Yo

Ma, and author Frank McCourt. In his new role,

Libeskind traveled to Tunisia in July, where he spoke

with architecture students and professionals, as well as

with Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts. Next up, he will be

going to India and Bangladesh.

But not all his affairs are as diplomatically serene.

Libeskind's spiral-shaped extension to the Victoria and

Albert Museum in London, for example, may be in

peril after Britain's Heritage Lottery Fund turned down
a bid for funding in July. The architect's spokesperson

Nina Libeskind reports. however, thatthe museum has

already raised 50 percent of the project's $1 14 million

budget through private sources, and "there's every

reason to feel hopeful that the British Department for
Culture, Media, and Sport will step up to fund the
gap." Meanwhile. the architect's suit continues against

World Trade Center site developer Larry Silverstein for

the $843,000 Libeskind claims he is owed in fees for
his master plan and Freedom Tower. The architect

hopes to settle before his October court hearing, but
he is waiting for Silverstein to agree to a mediation

date. Anna Holtzman
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Vermont Independent Senator Jim Jeffords and New Jersey Democrat c Senator Frank

Lautenberg have ntroduced the High-Pelormance Green Butldings Act of 20a4 to the

Senate. The legislation aims to improve indoor-air quality, energy efficiency, and user

^eo ta a-d p ooLcrii ty i- st ^oo s oro teoc oi o- ro a9s ov estabris^it^g a oudget or 535

million for environmentally sound design, construction, and operation practices. The

program also provrdes S'1 0 mlllion n grants to state and educatronal agencies that

employ the Environmenta Protection Agency's "lndoor Air Ouality Too s for SchooJs"

program. and creates an Office of High-Performance Green Buildings at the Genera

Serv,esAo'ninstatortop'o-olepuo ( ouLfedrn'esea'('t,anddeveloprerl,osWQ
as a committee to coordinate the activities of existing agencies that promote green

design and development. Anna Holtzman

CATCH OUF| LATEST INNOVATIONS
AT THE SYMPOSIUM ON HEALTHCARE DESIGN

LAS VEGAS, NV, SEPTEMBER 20.22, ?OO4
(EXHrBrr #6r2)

Creates a healthy
environment.
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jPeter 8usbv, the Vancouver, British
Columbia-based architect best known
for formally novel and highly sustain-
able designs, has entered into a part-

nership with Chicago's Perkins & Will
to create an off-shoot company.
Described by the firms as a merger,

the new practice, Busby Perkins + Will
Architects Co., and will be based in
Vancouver, with offices in Calgary,

Alberta, and Seattle.

Fscientists at Australia's Swinburne
University have built a model of that
country's Sydney 0pera House-at
the size of half the width of a human

hair. The iconic edifice was picked to

demonstrate the accuracy of two-pho-
ton photopolymerlsation, a laser c0n-
struction technique that builds 3-D

forms from glass and plastic polymers.

Frank 0. Gehry's Maggie Cancer Care

Center in Dundee, Scotland, has been

named the British Building of the Year

bv Roval Fine Art Commission Trust.

iFrank M. Guillot has been elected pres-

ident of NCARB for 2004-2005. A long-

time participant in registration board

and AIA initiatives, Guillot is a principal

at the Burlington, Vermont, firm Guillot-

Vivian-Viehmann Architects.

f-+A team headed by the New York

Citv-based landscape architecture
firm Field 0perations and Diller,

Scofidio & Renfro will design the mas-

ter plan for the redeveloped High Line,

a disused stretch of elevated railway
running 20 blocks along the West Side

of Manhattan. The final selection cul-
minates years of grassroots lobbying

by neighborhood activists and preser-

vationists to reclaim the space. 0n the

other coast, The Related Companies

has announced a team of designers

and developers for the massive Grand

Avenue project in Los Angeles, a 3.2-

mlllion-square-foot undertaktng to
include commercial high-rises and cul'
tural centers such as the Walt DisneV

Concert Hall and the Cathedral of 0ur
Lady of the Angels: They include
Elkus/Manfredi Architects; Gustafson

Guthrie Nichol; Morphosis; Skidmore,

0wings & Merrill; and Suisman Urban

Design.

l Laurels: Charles A. DeBeneittis, a sen-

ior managing director at Tishman
Speyer, has been named 2004's HenrY

C. Turner Prize winner by the National

Building Museum in Washington, D.C.

The award recognizes leadership in

the construction industry.

German architect Josef Paul Kleihaus,

a champion of Berlin's "critical recon'

struction," has died. He was 71.
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Democratic Republic that many want to tear down and still
others hope to preserve-and across from the empty plaza
where the Schloss, the home of the Prussian kings, once
stood, is a little block of stone you could easily miss. A 1981
memorial built in the era of communist East Germany, the
block declares the countrys "bonds of eternal friendship with
the Soviet Union." After 1989, reunified Berlin sought to
revise the history displayed on the miniature monument, so
they attached Plexiglas panes to it printed with a new text
that is not so celebratory of the Soviets, thereby changing the
cube's political use.

While the stone block shows some of the layers of history
in Berlin, it is also a symbol of the historical hand-wringing that
goes on in the city, and in its indecisiveness is an apt metaphor
for the larger dilemmas of architectural design in Berlin. On
the one hand, it craves "world city" status. As such, over the
past decade it has drawn the biggest names in architecture to
design the infrastructure for a new-old capital. On the other
hand, the city is seeped in architectural conservatism born of
its Prussian past and the nervous contemplation of its own his-
tory. Since the 1970s, the rejection of modernism in the city-
or "critical reconstruction," as it is called by historians-has
dominated redevelopment, bringing surprisingly little great

architecture even as it has repaired a city that inflicted more
wounds on itself in the postwar period than were inflicted on
it during the AIlied campaigns of World War ll.

Fortunately, this particularly German dialectic, between
being at the forefront of modern architecture-Mies is the
ghost that commands this town-and tiptoeing around histo-

ry has its vibrant synthesis in the form of young architects
who are insistent creating something new without angling to
level the city once again.

The obsession with architecture, which just a few years ago
gripped the city, has receded as some of the biggest projects
have been completed. Norman Foster's redomed Reichstag is
complete; Potsdamer Platz's icy cool towers by Renzo Piano and
HelmutJahn are now part of the skyline; and the row of 1990s

federal government buildings on the Spree River by Berlin archi-
tect Axel Schultes are now occupied by the country's bureau-
crats. Berlin has become what no one thouqht oossible: normal.

And yet, it still remains a city of cranes, busily filling in the
remaining gaps in the cityscape. In May, the U.S. government
announced that construction will begin come October on the
long-delayed American embassy. Planned since I93 1, con-
struction was halted first by World War ll, then the Cold War
(the site is in the once infamous "no-man! land" behind the

il [1 | eoo+ E5
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East German wall). More recent delays were caused by securi-

ty concerns. Bucking the trend of building American embassies

surrounded by large barriers, the State Deparlment has, to its
credit, chosen to modify its safety methods and fit its building

into the site. Moore Ruble Yudell, who won a competition for

the project, has worked within the restrictions of both the State

Department and the city o{ Berlin, the latter insisting that the

buildings around the Pariser Platz adhere to a strict set of his-

toricist design regulations, including the use of Berlin lime-

stone. Even Frank Gehry who built the adjacent DG Bank, had

to rein in his metallic tendencies; the quiet stone exterior of
that building surrounds a courtyard bursting with his titanium

horse, which houses a conference room.

When the embassy is finished in 2008, it will fill in the last

empty lot on the Pariser Platz. The embassy's site is, in fact, the

most important in central Berlin. lt sits at the corner of Pariser

Platz next to the Brandenburg Gate and across the street from

Peter Eisenman's Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe,

which is nearing its 2005 completion date. With the erection of

the Eisenman memorial, a sea of rectangular granite blocks of

varying heights spread over four acres, the unbroken link of

public buildings along the no-man's land will have largely been

EE or lE[E,t 
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filled in, stretching from the Reichstag to Potsdamer Platz.

Farther down Unter den Linden, the grand avenue that was

turned into a dead-end street by the Wall, stands the baroque

Zeughaus, home of the German Historical Museum. Behind it,

in a courtyard nestled across from Schinkel's almost-perfect

Neue Wache, a guardhouse that is a much-visited war memo-

rial, is LM. Pei's subtle 2003 addition to the history museum.

Here Pei has offered a warm, Berlin-limestone fagade, ending

in an angle reminiscent of his National Gallery in Washington,

D.C., but softened with a gentle curve. A dramatic alass-and-
steel staircase nods to his Louvre pyramid, as well as to Mies,

his former teacher. lt seems extraneous though, and a pale

attempt to mimic the viewing experience of Foster's Reichstag

dome. But the brightly lit atrium and understated gallery

spaces bode well for the retelling of German history.

Visitors pay homage to these important new works, as well

as to others that have been built across Berlin-Rem Koolhaas's

Dutch Embassy, another embassy complex shared by the

Nordic countries, and Dominique Perrault's spaceshiplike

Velodrome-all of which opened in the past few years. And

yet, there is a nagging feeling that Berlin doesn't have its own

Guggenheim Bilbao, its work of transcendent architecture.

o
o
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But these high-profile projects might be the wrong place to
look. Lesser-known architects Jean-Marc Abcarius and Chris
Burns came to Berlin (the former from Beirut, the latter from the
United States) soon after the Wall fell, eager to be a part of the
rebuilding of the city. They were struck with the conservatism of
the city's architectural culture: Years o{ bland, stucco modernism
on both sides of the Wall had left a city whose dull architecture
could not match its cultural vibrancy. "What struck us most,"
Abcarius says, "was the apparent motto in Berlin: The less build-
ing mass and architecture you produce, the higher your chances
of wrnning a competition; the more unassuming the project
looks, the greater the chances that the project will go further."

So the two decided to take matters into their own nanos.
They served as the developers and architects of two new
apartment buildings in the former East German half of the city.
They began with great reverence for the history of the Berlin
residential type-courtyards open to the public during the day
but closed at night, {ive stories built to the street wall, apart-
ments that mingle easily with workshops-but then they did
the unexpected. In each building, they offer retail space at the
ground-floor level, but also allow passersby to see all the way

back to the courtyard, maintaining a public gesture of open-
ness. lnside, the apartment buildings allow for maximum flex-
ibility of space. Window panels and louvers on runners can be

wheeled to the side, almost completely opening up spaces to
the street. Virtually every interior wall is moveable, allowing for
endless plar conf:gurations. To dr ve home tnis point in a

whimsical way, Abcarius and Burns have installed a bathtub on

wheels in each apadment. This openness and flexibility is what
makes these architects both representative of the new Berlin

and a hopeful sign for its future.

Long before the architect of tre Third Reich, Albert Speer,

left his mark on the city-and long after-Berlins architects
and planners were drawn to the grand gesture. The layering
of these dramatic interventlons in the landscape has usually
been destructive to the city's urbanism. Forlunately, a number
of young architects, like Abcarius and Burns, who have been
left out of the star-search for the huge projects are slowly pro-
ducing some remarkable, yet humble, works of architecture.

Max Page teaches architecture and history at the
University of Massachusetts in Amherst. Architect Jason
Danziger also contributed to this article.
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Entrepreneuriei spirit is alive and well in a new generation
of architects who have taken on the role of real estate devel-
oper for their own projects. These under-SO designers are fol-
lowing in the footsteps of such pioneers as Atlanta architect
John Portman, who built a profitable career by developing
and designing hotels around the world.

While the younger architect-developers interviewed for
this article haven't yet tackled such large, international proj-
ects, their investments in speculative housing and small office
buildings are based on the same motivation: financial rewards
and control over architectural design.

"l always felt like I was doing all the work, but the devel_
opers were getting all the money," says Greg Zahn of Zahn
Design Architects in Washington, D.C. Zahn started his career
designing condominiums for local real estate firms, but grew
weary of "training other people in property development and
seeing my designs getting screwed up.,' With the help of
investors and loans, Zahn is now developing his own condo-
miniums in downtown D.C. by rehabbing historic buildings.

Architect-developers say the easiest way to begin a career in
real estate development is by learning the ropes from develop_
er clients and using your own office as a springboard for specu_
lative projects. Four years ago, with the help of a loan from the
U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA), Zahn bought an
'1890s building on Washington's developing 146 Street corridor
to set up his offices, then used the property as collateral to
secure a construction loan for a small condominium project.

5TA*1fi\i* AT ftoME
Other architects start development ventures by purchasing
houses with conventional home mortgages, which are typi-

cally easier to obtain than commercial loans. Five years ago,
Detroit architect Michael Poris, a partner at Mclntosh poris

Associates, split the cost of a $200,000 house with a former
builder client, and then tore it down to build a largeri Arts and
Crafts-style home that sold for about $800,000 in 2003. ,,We

didn't make any money because we spent too much on con-
struction," admits Poris. "lt was a good lesson in understand-
ing how construction costs affect the bottom line.,, Despite
that experience, Poris is planning to raze his former home, an
early 1900s bungalow, to build another spec house, which he
hopes to sell before construction begins.

Working for developers on neighborhood revitalization
plans and historic-building conversions also convinced poris

and his partner Mclntosh that they could tackle similar proj-
ects. "For years we were teaching developers how to navi-
gate the process of building in the city and convincing them
to invest in the city," says Poris. "That experience helped us
take a risk on our own development project.,,

The partners recently secured a purchase agreement for
the Cliff Bell Building, an abandoned Art Moderne landmark
in downtown Detroit. They plan to renovate the second floor
of the 1929 building for their offices and rent out the ground-
floor bar and retail space. To finance the estimated $1.3 mil-
lion project, Poris hopes to secure a loan from the SBA, which
requires only'10 percent of the total project costs as a down
payment-in contrast to the 20 to 25 percent required for
conventional financing. To qualify for the SBA loan, poris says
his firm has to occupy 50 percent or more of the building.

"The biggest challenge of development is securing the
capital and building a reputation for credibility,', says San
Diego architect-developer Jonathan Segal. ,,1 have been

ln eq:ll;rh*ration with a tsfirn nf devel*p*rs and investnrs. Jny Reynolds. a principal of OJMR Architects in Los Angeles,Celig**d end codeveioped a ?.2-acre cluster of 14 homes souti *f downtown palm Springs t"U.r"ll 
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"radically transformed the development model and

helped us outbid our competitors." The transfer

allowed a six-story addition, boldly clad in zinc panels,

to be built atop the old masonry warehouse, creating

room for 22 condominiums. Units in the building,

called Porler House (June 2004, page 74), sold out

within six weeks, according to Pasquarelli. "People

said the main reason for buying was the design."

But oatience is a virtue when it comes to devel-

opment, especially for architects who run conven-

tional practices while pursuing speculative projects.

After completing a house for his parents in Palm

Desert, California, in 2002, architect Jay Reynolds, a

principal of OJMR Architects in Los Angeles, under-

took a six-month survey of the local housing market

to determine the potential for contemporary-style

residential developments. That led him to team with

Los Angeles-based Symphony Development and,

with the help of eight investors, plan a 2.2-acre clus-

ter of 16 modernistic homes-each with its own

plunge pool-south of downtown Palm Springs.

Once the houses are comPleted this fall and then

sold, Reynolds stands to earn about 16 percent of
the profits. Meanwhile, he has spent the Past two
years pursuing other development oPPortunities as

wel l, and completin g feasi bi I ity studies-everyth ing

from design sketches to zoning studies-for about

40 sites in Palm Springs and Los Angeles.
"Development is a way for architects to control

their destiny," says Reynolds. "But it takes under-

standing the economics of the marketPlace-what

will sell and for how much. lt's exciting but a some-

what risky and time-consuming process." That risk, he

and others maintain, is worth it. Like those who go

into design-build, these entrePreneurs say investing

in their projects offers what a conventional practice

does not: design control and increased income.

Deborah K. Dietsch, former editor-in'chief of
Architecture, is a frequent contributor to the
Washington Post and IJSA Today. Her latest book

is Architecture for Dummies.



Today, colleges and universities across the country are bracing
for a wave of unprecedented growth-the graduating high-
school class of 2009, the biggest in U.S. history. Lest we risk d6jd
vu, a key question is: "How will the building boom of the mil-
lennium be viewed 40 years from now?" And perhaps more
compelling, "How can we ensure that, after the design phase
fades into memory, the new buildings will make a lasting contri-
bution to the sense of place and signature of each campus?,'

The dominant profile of an occasional high-rise building
on a nonurban campus is often the souvenirof an era that left
many traditional college campuses with flaws in their physical
fabric. While design trends certainly influenced the schools,
the sharp enrollment pressures of the original baby boomers,
who came of age in the early 1970s-and a lack of planning-
drove them to build these intruders.

ECONOMY DOWN, ENROLLMENT UP
The resulting functional and aesthetic disconnects, fortunate-
ly, made it a short-lived trend. Yet current realities suggest we
may again be vulnerable to mistakes. "This is the first time in
the modern history of higher education we,ve had a recession
in the midst of a projected big enrollment increase,,, patrick

Callan, president of the National Center for public policy and
Higher Education, told USA Today recently. ,,lts a huge
crunch for which states did not prepare well.,, These pres_
sures are compounded by a competitive admissions market_
place and a driving societal change: College education has
gone from privilege to expectation.

"The challenges are multidimensional,,, says James E.

Morley, Jr., president of the National Association of College
and University Business Officers. "lnstitutions will have to fig_
ure out how to become more efficient.,, Ballooning student
populations come just as schools face shrinking endowments
and reduced tax support (see "Baby Boomlet,,, page 3g).

Despite financial constraints, many colleges are making
capital improvements to accommodate the next wave. This is
especially true for student housing, perhaps the most vulner_
able campus building type. With 47 percent of colleges sur_
veyed by College Planning & Management magazine in 2003
admitting they have too little housing space-or obsolete
existing inventory-institutions should be creating compre_
hensive plans that include new dormitories.

ln the 1960s and early 1970s, when campuses faced simijar
pressures, the physical response was to ,,warehouse,, 

stu_
dents-hence the high-rise legacy. There were a few excep_
tions, notably Harvard University,s highly successful Mather
House (1 970): Based on Oxford's tutorial model, the residence
by Boston's Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Aooott appro_
priately hosted a high-rise while fostering student interaction
by strategically incorporating special program spaces, includ_
ing dining areas, libraries, computer labs, and art studios.

The lessons of Mather House have not been entirelv lost.

Harvard's Mather House was among the most su{cess-
ful campus high-rises built in the 1970s, {ostering a
sense o{ place and community interaction by loeating
many amenities within the large residence.

Many of today's campuses display a renewed consciousness
of the role of housing in both the learning process and in
shaping great campus spaces.

THE "LIVING/LEARNING" MODHL
One of the greatest shifts in student housing in recent years
is that colleges talk more about their "communities', and less
about their buildings. High-profile studies such as the
Nationa/ Survey of Student Engagement and the Nationa/
Study of Living-Learning Programs suggest that students who
live on campus rather than commute have higher GpAs, com_
plete their degrees on time, are more likely to pursue
advanced degrees, and are more satisfied with their colleqe

f, ul leou,r f ?
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To be more attractive, effective, and safe, universities
are incorporating "living/learning communities" into
their campuses. At St, Edward's University in Austin,
Texas, students socialize by the bookstore.

broader campus master plan-and in contrast to the "mega-

halls" of the 1960s and 197Os-student housing can be built

in smaller increments and heal its undefined campus edges.

Successful examples include a new quadrangle inserted into

the campus core at Virginia Tech.

816 EU51NE55,

Student housing

itself, covering

BIG DEMANDS
is big business on campus. lt must support

operating expenses, debt payments, and

long-term maintenance. At public
institutions, housing systems are not

usually eligible for state funding; they

operate as "auxiliaries" and pay down

their debt from revenues earned. "And

there are significant student and fami-

ly expectations that have changed

over time," says Eddie Hull, executive

director of housing services at Duke

University and president of the

Association of College and University

Housing Officers International. "The

new amenities create additional finan-

cial pressures." Hull notes that some

schools use public-private partner-

ships to pay for such projects, a trend

confirmed by the College Planning &

Management survey.

So schools are listening to the most

demanding consumers. DesPite big

budget cuts in California, UCLA is

adding 4,000 beds this year. "lt's more

important than ever to anticipate the

needs of students-to be in front of

the curve," says Mike Foraker, director

of UCLA's housing and hospitality serv-

ices. He encourages designers to
focus on the insides of buildings-
details that students can see, feel, and

touch-as well as trendy amenities like

privacy, wireless connectivity, flexible

dining options, and tutoring sPaces.

While first impressions are important,

a student's sustained emotional

attachment to place can benefit a uni-

versity for a lifetime. Great spaces and

buildings create positive memories

that directly correlate to alumni giving.

What better challenge for architects

than to help sustain the very Places
where we educate future generations?

Jane Cady Wright is President and

CEO of Hanbury Evans Wright
Vlattas + Co. in Norfolk, Virginia.

Are You Comparing
Apples to Oranges?

This orange proves that all
floor doors are not the same
We put one of our competitor's floor doors with "lift assistance"

to the test to measure the closing force of their cover. As you

can see, the results were surprising. While all floor doors may

look the same on paper, there
is no mistaking the way a Bilco
door operates. All Bilco doors
are engineered to include
custom designed lift assistance

to ensure smooth/ easy, one-
hand operation for user safety.

Actual demonstration of the closing force ol
a "lift assisted" nqn-Bilco floor door

Insist on Bilco . . .

The Apple of Floor Doo,rs
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Take Level 5 to the next level.
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Pr'vate schools nationwide are

building and renovating facilities at

a brisk clip. The d.iving force is

manifold: a lack of confidence in

public schools; parental desires to
[or rrninrrc edrrr:lion4l environ-
manj-c. 2\^/arana<< 

^f 
en^^i-l ^^^.1.rrrgrrLS, ovvor9r rgJJ v, JPcLldl-l lccuJ

students; and donations by wealthy
hono{arfnrc Yai far]err'< inr]anonr]-

ent schools-like many nonprofit
clipplq-6rpqent issr res that seldom

surface during work for public
schools. The following rules of
thumb will help architects embark-

ing on private-school projects.

PREPARE FOR SELECTION
sY PROPOSAL. While profit is the
motive for commercial structures,

nonprofit construction projects are

all about the future. Scnoots care

about material choices, initial costs

versus operating expenses, and life

cycle. Students are tough on the

bui,t environrnent and'enovations
are disruptive, so quality and dura-

[;li1y 3re prime cons deratiors.

Unless a firm has a history with a

school, there will be a proposal

process. At times, a big donor or

strong board members can influ-

ence the selection o{ desigrers and

contractors. But the best decision-

making forum includes input from a

range of leaders: the school's

board, administration, and educat-

ed parents. Any proposal process

should be clear and controlled.

LOOK OUT FOR CONSTRUq.

TlOf\i NOVICES. A private school

may undertake a project onlY once

every 25 years, so its administration

and board won't be skilled at man-

aging the process; they'll often fail

to realize the full impact of the con-

struction on operations. Volunteers

on school committees will rarely be

{amiliar with the nuances of school

designs and construction-and
they won't have time to adequatelY

manage the process. The Project
team needs to fully educate the

client on the process and helP

thern plan to. disruPtions, especial-

ly for renovations and exPansions.

CLEARLY DEFIT{E OECISION.
MAKING PROCESSES. The most
common lament in private-school
nrniaric ic "l-l:r'l llznn'^,.-""n yoJ were
^^i-^ +^ l..,,i -J +l--+ |gorrg ro uur o rnal r wou o nol
h:',a :aroanl" trl'Lrinn_ _ ,, ,y lne eafly
staoes o{ a n'oiect it is vital to
estahlish a nrocess for decision' - r'
making that includes alr necessary

constituents. The architect has to
answer to many stakeholders-the
board, the administration, the par-
ent hoelrr even strrdqpts. Clear

communications and lines of deci-

sion-making are paramount to

avoid disappointment and stress.

BUILD CONSENSUS*AND
BE AWARE OF FUNDING. Client
needs are often complex and diffi-
cult to gauge. lt is critical to sit

down immediately after being

hired to discuss their needs. Expect

competing priorities and desires;

but before starting schematics, be

sure that everyone envisions the

same project-or risk redesigning

at considerable expense.

Initial costs won't be the driving

issue; private clients focus on pro-

gram, durabitity, cost of operation,

and ease o[ use. Yet it is important

to be aware of financial sources;

independent schools are funded

through donations, special govern-

ment bond programs, and even

commercial loans when rates are

competitive. Funding techniques

and reporting requirements can

often be cumbersome.

BE READY FOR THE COM"

MUNITY'S ROLE. As schools tend

to be in residential districts, new

projects will draw everything from

nervous neighbors to communlty

hearings-especially if the project

requires a zoning variance. Neatby

property owners may even initiate

lawsuits. Expect to hear from the

community; it will certainly try to
influence the project.

Kenneth Levien is president of
Levien & Company, New York

City, a project-management firm.
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The first profession-specific high school in New York City to
focus on architecture, the four-story 150,000-square-foot

High School for Architecture and Urban Planning is not
only a place for learning, but an object lesson in and of
itself. Designed by Arquitectonica in partnership with STV,

the architect of record, the steel-frame building's multicol-
ored elevations feature mu ltiple materia ls-steel-and-glass
curtain wall, glass block, precast concrete, and brick. An L-

shaped brick portion housing classrooms and offices hugs

a stacked inner program: The grey exterior of the precast

concrete auditorium is punctured by a series of dynamic,

narrow-paned window slats; a canary-yellow extrusion tops

the gymnasium volume; while design-specific spaces (such

as a studio and a display/jury area) further delineate the

school's unique role. These specialized functions didn't
take away from a modest budget-the $45 million school,

to be finished on a fast-track schedule by 2006, comes in

at $300 per square foot, safely less than the $450 per

square foot the city's school construction authority usually

deems acceptable on its commissions. Jamie Reynolds
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Perched on 200 wooded acres in the Milwaukee suburb of Franklin,

Antoine Predock's scheme for the Indian Community School, a com-
mission won by invited competition, features a series of glass-

enclosed public spaces interspersed with limestone-clad classroom,
physical-education, and office volumes. Housing a prekindergarten-
through-8'n-grade population of local Native American students, the
'1 65,000-square-foot structure-whose program was developed in

collaboration with cultural advisor Chris Cornelius of Studio
Indigenous and executive architect Eppstein Ehen Architects-lines
the edge of a ridge on its hilly site. The school is well integrated into
the surrounding landscape: prairie grass berms gently buffer the
building and are planted on its roof, and special care was taken to
preserve old-growth oak and hawthorne trees. A flying copper roof
(over the two-story portion of the edifice) provides a more contem-
porary gesture. The program also includes a community center; com-
pletion is scheduled {or 2006. Jamie Reynolds
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coop HnvTMELB(rlAU I csnrnel Los ANGELES AREA HIGH
scHool #9 I Los ANGELES

Angles, curves, and cones dominate the otherwise orthogonal
expression of a new high school for the arts in downtown Los

Angeles by Coop Himmelb(l)au, a firm with offices in the city and

in Vienna. The 228,000-square-foot complex sits on nearly 10

acres in the Grand Avenue area, a district newly revived with all

manner of high-profile institutions, including the Disney Concert
Hall (October 2003, page 66), the Cathedral of Our Lady of the
Angels, and the Museum of Contemporary Art. When the new
school facility opens in 2006, its dynamic forms will not likely be
dwarfed by its neighbors: Above the public lobby, an angular
tower-topped with a conference room and event-and-exhibition
space, all with city views-is encircled by a spiraling ramp in the
shape of a "9." The glass-enclosed lobby doubles as a perform-
ance and exhibition space. A cone-shaped library rises from the
midsection of the classroom block, which has giant circular win-
dows meant to provide a visual link between the community and
the school. The executive architect is HMC Group. Abby Bussel

El nrr*zo ptAt{c BUILDTI{€ wo*r(sxop aND sKrDMoRE, ownrcs & ITGRRTLL I coluuen umvEnsrry ExpAnsrcil |
NEW YONK CITY

With a per-student square footage woefully behind that of its lvy League peers, Columbia University is planning an 18-acre,

5.2 million-square-foot expansion in West Harlem's Manhattanville section. But it does not look like the red brick and lime-

stone walls of McKim, Mead & White's Morningside Heights campus just down Broadway, nor do its buildings form a dis-

tinct precinct sealed off from the rest of the community. Instead, the school intends to develop the former industrial area

that reaches from 125'h Street to approximately 132"d Street, between Broadway and 12'hAvenue, for the School of the Arts.

science research and other academic buildings, as well as administrative and residential uses. A massive undertaking that
will take 25 to 35 years to finish, the $4 billion project, master planned by SOM and Renzo Piano, calls for the demolition of
most of the existing structures that, today, sit on superblocks that interrupt the city's grid pattern. After civic approvals are

received-optimistically in the winter of 2005-an initial 1O-year phase to include five new or renovated buildings will begin

construction. The project restores the city grid, reconnecting Harlem with the rest of Manhattan south of 125'h Street. The

expansion emphasizes pedestrian use, by widening sidewalks and planting trees in an effort to integrate the campus with

the city's planned park on the Hudson River.

One of the main goals of the expansion is to include the local community in the design and use o{ the new campus,

The first two floors of buildings facing 125'h Street, 12'n Avenue, and Broadway are occupied by retail businesses oriented

towards the surrounding population and faced in glass to create a sense of transparency. Rooms in university buildings are

also dedicated to community use, while open space is made accessible to the public. Bay Brown
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A themed venue sends mixed messages from a cultural enclave
on the border of North and South Korea.

BY IRIS TT,TOOT'T I PHOTOGRAPHS BY YONG KWAN KIM
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The 14,000-square-foot theme park, which was cited in the 2OO3 P/A Awards, sits next to an art warehouse in Heyri
Art Valley, an unusual arts community located north of Seoul, South Korea, close to the border with North Korea.

Visiting Paju City, in South Korea's Gyeonggi province, can

be an unnerving experience. Barbed-wire fences and armed

soldiers on constant guard for possible North Korean infiltra-

tors are inherent to the scenery. Daily North Korean ProPa-
ganda broadcasts ceased only in June. But despite these

glaring reminders that the two Koreas are still technically at

war with each other, a little cultural oasis has managed to

spring up just down the street from the Unification

Observation Tower, a structure built on Mt. Udosan in the

demilitarized border zone so that displaced North Koreans

can view their former homeland.

Dubbed the "City of Romantics" by Hankook ltbo, a

Korean newspaper, Heyri Art Valley is a well-planned, 122-

acre residential community located about an hour north of
Seoul. Meant to spur creative production and thought, Heyri

was started by cultured city slickers who wanted to escape

the urban chaos of Seoul. Here, fences are banned; architec-

tural harmony, neighborly values, and the arts are encour-

aged. At least 40 percent of each of the mostly small multi-

family buildings must house a public, cultural activity.

5E or i EoE+ 
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Dalki Theme Park, officially known as "l Like Dalki," and

the Ssamzie Art Warehouse next door, are perhaps the only

two buildings that don't lay claim to heavy-handed mes-

sages of peace and culture. With more of an interest in play

than politics, the architects-Moongyu Choi of Seoul's Ga.A

Architects, Minsuk Cho of Seoul's Mass Studies, and James

Slade of New York Cityt Slade Architects*say that their plan

was to create a dynamic, visually stimulating place where low

and high culture, and reality and fantasy, would mix.

BLURRING THE BAPSANG
Two years ago, Hokyun Chun, the bohemian-spirited presi-

dent of the Korean clothing and accessories company (and

sponsor of the arts) Ssamzie, was inspired to create "some

kind of commercial space" in Heyri. On the western side o{

I Like Dalki, a warehouse was constructed where leftover

space on the lot allowed room {or another building. Low-

budget innovation is the defining characteristic of the three-

story warehouse, which plalully serves the double function

of storing and exhibiting the company's art holdings. The 17-



A sod roof and walls holding bags of earth and grass seed suggest the garden home of the venue,s namesake
character and offer counterpoint to its whimsical-artifice:."t"I1.b., tran-slucent mesh, and bright 

".rftl.r-
foot-by-13O-foot building is built o{ exposed concrete; stored
art pieces are visible from the outside through standard-sized
(about 8 feet by 11 feet) sheets of ready-made insulated
glass, while the interior walls are lined with plywood.

The theme park and the warehouse opened June 12 to a

modest crowd of mostly elementary-school students and
teenage girls. These two groups form the central fan base for
Dalki-which means "strawberry" in Korean-a redheaded
cartoon character that serves as a branding icon for a whole
line of Ssamzie merchandise.

The central idea behind I Like Dalki is the blurrino of
boundaries between multiple programs .nd op*n url"r,
befuueen structural and visual elements. Visitors are guided
by the architects', 

lewfV 
coiled concept of a "bapsang

sequence," named for the traditional table setting in Korea.
Instead of serving the meal through courses, dinlrs choose
from a variety of banchan, or siJe dishes, simultaneously.
Choi said that while this process of picking and choosing
activities is often used in theme parks, the architects chose
to implant that sequence within a singular structure.

VIDEO.GAME COCOON
The 27,000-square-foot Dalki Theme Park building changes
in appearance depending upon the visitort viewing angle.
The slanted roof is carpeted with a thick turf of grar. an.,
extends to the northern fagade. Large panels o{ floor-to-ceil-
ing reinforced glass, fixed at sharp angles, offer views of the
art valley to the south and the art warehouse to the west.

Chung-woo Lee, a critic who reviewed Dalki for the
Korean architecture magazine Space, said that walking
through the photogenic interior is comparable to being
immersed in a PlayStation 2 video game. On the exterior
ground-level area where an "artificial garden" is located, vis-
itors can choose between two entrances. One leads into the
theme park's exhibition area and the other into "Dalki,s bed-
room," an activity space for kids to draw and play. Inside,
pink, purple, and green paint seem to be the only things
dividing program areas. The transitional areas between
{loors vary from tunnels and ramps to spiral staircases. The
raised interior ground-level section contains a large, open
shopping area. Oblong shelves display purses, toys, and
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Multiple, blurred circulation routes bridge fantasy and prosaic domains, including,,Dalki Room,, (above), retail
displays, a children's book caf6, and performance and play areas like the bowl-shaped amphitheater with cheese-
wedge cushions (opposite), surrounded by merchandise. Like the traditional Korean bapsang meal, there is no
prescribed sequence. As is also customary in Korea, the interiors were delivered as a design-build package,

1 terrace

2 exhibit space

3 theme-park entry/display
4 ramp and "Dalki room"
5 mechanical

6 coat check

7 art-warehouse entry
s parking

9 road

10 art storage and display
't1 retail display

'12 amphitheater

13 open to below
1a gift shop

' -r":a
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second-floor plan 
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The complicated concrete formwork (top left) and unusual details, such as the green plastic-coated metal mesh (above

right) punctuated by misters, light fixtures, and heating elements, presented some risk for the builder' The projeci

took about 18 months to construct, 50 percent longer than anticipated.

north-south section 

- 

12'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

steel plate

steel angle

galvanized steel sheet

clear double-glazed panel

PVC mesh and burlap bags

of earth with grass seed

asphalt membrane over mortar

insulation

a painted gypsum board
g concrete slab

10 steel channel and tube

'll gravel and urethane on steel plate

12 grass over porous Plastic Pad

13 stainless-steel drain in volcanic stone

14 tempered glass with safetY {ilm

15 lamps, heaters, and misters
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Bubbles, blisters, and tubes intersecting the main spaces offer shortcuts between levels and activities. Originally
planned to contain a slide, a light shaft (above) instead offers visual connections between spaces.

other Ssamzie products. The merchandise takes on a decora-
tive effect around a seating area comprising a concavity in the
floor, where visitors can sink into cheese-wedge-shaped cush-
ions; architect Cho calls it a "cocoonlike autonomous soace.,,

While others have timidly stepped into cultural-commercial
enterprises elsewhere by setting up adjoining galleries and
caf6s, Ssamzie's Chun knows that his roughly $2.4 million build-
ing is not about the merchandise on sale. "ln the case of ,l Like
Dalki,'the space is more important than the contents,,, he says;
it's the building itself that is the selling point. But according to
Lee, Dalki is also "the worst kind of experiment, [one] that com-
bines the narcissism of Frank Gehrys greedy commercialism
while taking orders from Rem Koolhaas with weak logic.,, yet,
he said, it's a success, "because people like it, l.ve heard they
have to wait in line to get inside."

It would be nice to imagine Heyri and its buildings as rep-
resentative of South Korea's flourishing capitalist and cultural
future, the panacea to its war-scarred past. But if anything, this
strange little valley where a nexus of geopolitical tension,
commercial fantasy, and utopian dreams coexist is just a part
of the reality of present-day Korea.

Based in Seoul, lrig Moon reports on art and architecture
for lhe Korea Herald.

I Like Dalki Theme Park, Heyri Art Valley, paju City,
Republic of Korea
client; Ssamzie Corporation-Hokyun Chun (president) archi-
tects: Ga.A Architects, Seoul, Korea-Moongyu Choi (princi-
pal), Jeonghui Kim, Kwangho Cha, Inchul Kang, Taekwon yun,

Bongki Song, Daegon Koh, Jeyong Kang (project team); Mass
Studies, Seoul, Korea, and New york City-Minsuk Cho (prin-
cipal), Kisu Park, Hyungjoo Lee, Joungwon Lee, Sunbok Choi,
Soon Pyo Lee, Byulnam Yoo (project team); Slade Architecture,
New York City-James Slade (principal), Hayes Slade, llya
Korolev Francisco Pardo (project team) interior designer and
interior architect: Ga.A Architects; Mass (lnterior) Studies
engineers: Shin Structural Engrneering (structural); Han On
Eng., Dong-Ho Eng. (M/E/P); Kyoung-ln Eng. (civil) consult-
ants: Jun Sung Kim, Jong Kyu Kim (master plan); Hyungjoo
Lee (artistic collaboration); 44 (Sasa)... (mural design) general
contractor: Hanool Construction, Seoul-DaesliI f<initCfOl,
Sang Yong Choi (construction manager) area: 12,000 square
feet cost: $2.4 million
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Maurice Cox is an advocate of what he calls "slow architec-

ture"-projects of a scale and complexity that require time
to percolate, following extensive research and consensus-

building among constituents and collaborators. lf this sounds

like a political process, it should. While teaching at the

University of Virginia, Cox was elected to the Charlottesville

City Council in 1996, a role followed by a two-year term as

the city's mayor that ended this summer. From these posts,

and as a practicing architect, he has addressed issues from

affordable housing to zoning to historic preservation, all the

while increasing public participation in the planning Process.
In Cox's opinion, you don't initiate change by breaking the

rules, you rewrite them at City Hall.

This is not to say that he is an armchair activist. Not only

have his public-service efforts been noticed-he recently

appeared in a Fast Company maqazine cover story, served as

a delegate to this year's Democratic National Convention in

Boston, and this month begins a year-long Loeb Fellowship

at the Harvard Design School-but his Charlottesville-based

{irm, RBGC, is producing influential models for urban and

rural revitalization. Most notable among these is Bayview, a

rural village of what were, until recently, dangerously
decrepit shacks on Virginia's Eastern Shore.

THE OWNERSHIP MODEL
Inspired by its successful, three-year struggle to stop con-

struction of a maximum-security prison planned for its town

in the mid-1990s, the grassroots group Bayview Citizens for

Social Justice (BCSJ) teamed up with the Nature

Conservancy to secure a $20,000 environmentaljustice grant

from the Environmental Protection Agency to plan improve-

ments to living conditions in the village. Through the grant,

an interdisciplinary team was established that included an

environmental planner, an environmental engineer, and a

facilitator-RBGC.
When Cox and RBGC partner Giovanna Galfione arrived

on the scene in 1997, there were 52 families Iiving in

Bayview. Most had only barely functioning outhouse facili-

ties. The water supply came through communal hand pumps

connected to shallow wells. Unsanitary conditions-the
intermingling of waste and storm water, for example-were

rampant. lt was, says Cox, "a sel{-preservation battle."
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"Our first meetings were about getting citizens to talk
about their history," he says. "We showed them how to clus-

ter buildings to starl to develop a center. We assisted them
in organizing a community cleanup day-100 people partic-

ipated and a local contractor donated his services to help

remove 27 ,000 pounds of debris-and in identifying struc-

tures for demolition.
"There were never meetings in the traditional sense. All

were advertised as a fish fry or gospel jubilee. In this way we
got amazing participation. People were reading plans and
looking at models. They had never had these kinds of choic-

es. We came with multiple answers on where new houses

and roads could be built, for example. lf you inform people,
they'll make good choices."

The one-year community-planning process resulted in a
series of short- and long-term goals. A grant was secured to
drill deep wells that relieved the immediate public-health
problem. Money was also raised to replace broken pit priv-

ies. (Residents waited six years for indoor plumbing.)
- With a plan in place for homes, businesses, and collec-
vely owned land, the next challenge was to secure funds. A

campaign by the NAACP to raise awareness of Bayview!

plight resulted in a 1998 Washington Post article that

exposed the hidden poverty that existed fewer than 300

miles from the nationt capital; the news sent state govern-

ment into action. "All of a sudden," says Cox, "state-level

politicians started to call," including Governor James

Gilmore, with offers of help. lt took time, but public funds
allowed the community to begin rebuilding and a private
foundation covered the purchase of land-originally ear-

marked for the prison-for the new village. "Ownership

became fundamental to their mission," notes Cox. "lt was,

'We're building our neighborhood, our village."' In fact, the
citizens of Bayview now own I60 acres of land, the buildings,
and even the sewage system.

Following years of negotiations with funding sources over
just how a new village would be shaped-including a fruit-
ful fight for houses with large porches, where the communi-
ty could continue its tradition of public life-the first families

moved into their new homes late last year. Of a planned 136

homes, 42 rental units and 10 single-family residences have

been built. rr
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The citizens of Bayview own 'l 60 acres, although they've chosen
ing the rest as a farming collective. Rents are subsidized by the

"ffigu

to develop only 15 percent of their land, leav-
U.5. Department of Agriculture.
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The architects derived the designs of homes
nade, and kitchen" sequence, a centuries-old

and communal structures
domestic typology found

from the "big house, little house, colon-
on the Eastern Shore of Virginia.
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Frisa Associates (structural); Kincaid-Bryant
FPS (civil) general contractor: Armada
Construction-Dave Hackbirth (construction
er) area: 160 acres cost: $1.7 million

(\A/E/P);
Hoffler
manag-
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As is typical of rural places, the porches of
Bayview are gathering places for family and
neighbors. With the village's new federally sub-
sidized housing, the porch became a point of
contention. A HUD porch is a 3-foot-by-3-foot
concrete pad. After skillful negotiation,
Bayview's new porches are 8 feet by 25 feet.



REFABRIGATTIN[G

THE Ivv
EEAGUE
An unlikelg infill building at the Universitg
of Pennsglvania bg KieranTimberlake tests
a new approach.

ByJosEpH DENNTs KELLv tt I cHoroenlexs BY BARRY HALKIN

Upon hiring Philadelphia's KieranTimberlake

Associates in 1999 to design a new home for the

University of Pennsylvania's engineering school, offi-

cials at the urban lvy Leaguer handed the architects

several problems to solve. The simplest involved cre-

ating a building that physically connected tvvo out-

dated structures: one built in the mid-1900s, the

other in the late 1960s. In doing so, the new building

would establish a singular engineering complex. The

other challenges, however, were more daunting:

Penn wanted a structure that would dynamically invlg-

orate a previously tired and misused area of camPus

while also sensitively complementing the university's

historic built environment. And the School of

Engineering and Applied Science needed a new

home that would aptly symbolize the high-tech activ-

ities performed by its faculty and students while pro-

viding much needed common areas where faculty

and students could meet.

The architects realized their goals: The $22 mil-

lion, 48,000-square-{oot Melvin J- and Claire Levine

Hall, a glass-curtain-walled facility with faculty and

student offices and dry research labs not only dou-

bled the engineering school's space but also stood

as the first U.S. model for KieranTimberlake's theo-

The courtyard view of the secondary fagade-a
ventilated curtain wall with HVAC system con-

nections and integral blinds-displays varied
mullion patterns, which could be altered on

the fly during fabrication' The skeptical client
asked about substituting a standard curtain

wall for the proprietary, customized European

system; the architects defended the high-end

import based on its lower energy costs and

long-term value. The installation took only

seven weeks to comPlete.
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retically driven, mass-customized method of architectural pro-

duction. As the architects explain in their recent book,

Refabricattng Architecture (McGraw-Hill, 2004), these tech-

niques enable the construction of highly efficient buildings

quickly and inexpensively; the firm has since employed a sim-

ilar approach on other projects, including a new dormitory

building at Yale University. For Penn, the net result is a hub for

the engineering program that is also an effective tool for its

recruitment o{ faculty and students.

DISTINCTIVE, BUT NOT CONFRONTATIONAL

Not only that, this campus addition reaffirms the university's

identity as a 21st-century academic Ieader, a part of its 25-year

plan to contemporize its primarily red-brick built environment

and to expand its campus toward center-city Philadelphia.

Buildings "of varied character" that surround the project's site,

observes David Brownlee, an architectural historian at Penn,

gave "the architects an opportunity to do something distinc-

tive without being confrontational." The predominatly glass-

and-steel structure, with accents of gray granite and red brick,

"looks without con{usion at a rich variety of [historical] condi-

tions," says Brownlee, an achievement he credits to

KieranTi mberlake's substantia I historic-preservation work a nd

the fact that principals Stephen Kieran and James Timberlake

had both worked for the historically minded Robert Venturi'

Also of help, adds Brownlee, was the firm's technology-based

design philosophy, most notably applied to creating what is

the engineering school's new icon, the glass curtain wall.

The visual complexity of the six-story Pressure-equalized
ventilated curtain-wall system (see "A Fagade that Lives,"

page74) is well suited to a building that is set back from the

street edge. The long approach to Levine via a European-

scaled entry court-an energetic and central point of access

into the school-gives pedestrians the distance needed to

read the curtain wall's seemingly random arrangement of

transparent and translucent panels, helping convey to visi-

tors and passersby the high-tech activity that goes on with-

in. The engineering school's dean, Eduardo Glandt, who

worked closely with the architects throughout the design

process, calls the curtain wall's pattern a "Mondrianesque

lattice." Not surprisingly, KieranTimberlake purposefully

created this pattern to avoid the corporate aesthetic often

realized when using large, undefined panels. The scale and

proportions of the final mullion arrangement, informed by

plaids of printed circuitry that the design team studied for

inspiration during schematic design, resembles the elabo-

rate brickwork-and complements the window and corner-

stone formations-of its closely situated masonry neigh-

bors. The result demonstrates that the elaborately glazed

structure is an appropriate vernacular for crafting modern

academic buildings on a traditional lvy League camPus'

LIVELY YET COMFORTABLE INTERIORS

Most surprising to building occupants is the curtain wall's

impressively energy-efficient means for com{ortably control-

ling the interior climate while bathing it in natural light. "This

building gives [its occupants] useful work space, comfortable

offices, close access to students, and [easy circulation]," says

Mitchell Marcus, a professor of artificial intelligence and a

member of Levine Hall's architecture committee. Marcus,

who makes a point of entering the building by traversing the

entry court each day, also boasts that the ventilation and cir-

culation systems work extremely well. With exposed M/E/P

components, the gray-and-burgundy-hued interiors offer

ample evidence of those engineered systems, an aesthetic

well suited to its occupants.

The building's dynamic inside/outside visual relation-

ship-and the way it exploits every oPPortunity to channel

natural light into and through the building, via slit windows

on interior walls, for example-seems to energize its occu-

pants. Marcus explains that the gracious lounges, framing

views of downtown Philadelphia and furnished with con-

temporary seating and chalkboard walls, are popular

places for informal get-togethers and problem-solving ses-

sions. A glass-walled concrete-and-steel stairwell, which

overlooks what will be a rear courtyard, is a favored means

of circulation.
ln fact, no other Penn building offers such ample public

circulation, notes Brownlee. Levine Hall also provides the

engineering school with a 10O-seat, two-story auditorium, a

public exhibition area, and dynamic ceremonial spaces,

including a double-height entry hall with balcony. Ramped

corridors smoothly connect Levine to the floors of adjoining

structures, which have different ceiling heights. Perhaps the

most striking feature of this new {acility, though, which

Timberlake dubs an "academic loft building," is its reconfig-

urable layout. The 7-to-10-inch-thick post-tensioned con-

crete floor plates maximize the interior volume, enabling

KieranTimberlake to pull all columns to the periphery' The

result is a mutable interior housing informal offices and

open-plan labs that can evolve as Program needs change, a

part of what Timberlake explains was a design with a one-

hundred-year life-cycle in mind.

When asked about the overall significance of this project's

design achievements, Timberlake modestly deflects the ques-

tion: The most notable part of this prolect, he says, was the uni-

versity's willingness to consider a curtain-wall system untried in

the United States. Doing so gave the engineering school a

dynamic beacon where the twentieth century is knitted into the

twenty-first-with an eye toward the twenty-second'

Philadelphia-based journalist Joseph Dennis Kelly ll writes

frequently on design, culture, politics, and education'

solar heat absorbed by the highly transparent fagade is ventilated from its cavity through tubular ducts (oPpo'

site, bottom left). Room air is drawn in near the floor and exhausted above, reducing surface radiation effects'

The curtainwall features a,,knife-edge,, at its northwest corner (opposite, top left). An elegant stairwell and a

new 1Og-seat lecture hall help create community within the engineering school (opposite, top and bottom right)'
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A FAgADE THAT LIVES

The unitized curtain wall on Levine Hall breathes.

Room air flows between the faEade's external,

pressure-equalized double-glazed unit and its inter-

nal single layer of glass. A small base inlet draws in

room air, which rises to exhausts at the head of the

glazing frame. The continuous cavity also hosts oper-

able blinds. The glass is untinted, yet the inner pan-

els stay near room temPerature even in direct sun.

While this aluminum-framed, "active faEade" sys-

tem-custom fabricated in Europe, of course, where

such envelope designs are more common-will chop

back energy costs over its projected 4O-year life span,

it also presented a special opportunity ior architects

Stephen Kieran and James Timberlake, who seek

ways to "mass-customize" their buildings. The idea is

that by applying current industrial technology to their

projects, they can reduce costs, enhance composi-

tions, and individualize project solutions at will.

Well, one out of three isn't bad: ln this case, the

architects could change mullion placement without

disrupting the manu{acturing Process, which

enlivened the highly transparent faqades. But the

curtain wall itself is costly (although the preassem-

bled units required no sealants and saved construc-

tion time), and the varied frame profiles seem to

reflect the designers' whims rather than any pro-

grammatic needs o{ the school's engineering

department. (But their proportions, derived trom

the golden section, do offer a symbolic link.)

Undoubtedly, cutting-edge production tech-

niques-borrowed, for example, from shipbui lders-
have the power to transform architecture. But for

now, the theories Kieran and Timberlake espouse in

their recent book, Refabricating Architecture, are

well ahead of their fieldwork. C.C. Sullivan

e adjustable interior

cavity blind

7 exhaust air return

I post-tensioned

concrete slab

s finished floor

Melvin J. and Claire Levine Hall, School of Engineering and

Applied Science, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

client: University of Pennsylvania, Div. o{ Facilities Services architect:

KieranTimberlake Associates, Philadelphia-James Timberlake (part-

ner); Richard Maimon (associate-in-charge); Steven Johns (project

manager); Stephen Kieran, Albert Garcia, Yves Gauthier, Samuel

Robinson, Mark Sanderson, Chris Pfiffner, Richard Snyder, Amanda

Sachs, Krisada Surichamorn, Castor Kong, Karl Wallick, Meiko Sato,

Justin Doull, Kate Czembor, Matthew Spigelman (project team) engi-

neers: CVM (structural); Vanderweil (M/E/P); Barton & Martin (civil)

consultants: Tigue Lighting (lobby lighting); Becker & Frondorf (cost);

Code Consultants (codes); SEA (materials handling); Marshall/KMK

(acoustics); CMS (audiovisual); Donald Prowler, Arup (energy); Van

Deusen (elevators) landscape architest: Towers/Golde general con-

tractor: Keating Building area: 48,000 square feet cost: $22 million

Specifications and SuPPliers

concrete: Healy Long Jevin masonry: D'M. Sabia, Glen Gery Brick

metals: Central Metals metal/glass curtain wall: Permasteelisa

stone: Granicor EPDM roofing: Carlisle glass: Zadra Vetri, Almond

Glass metal doors and fire doors: de La Fontaine wood doors:

Osh Kosh locksets: Best hinges: Hager closers: LCN exit devices:

Von Duprin ceilings: USG custom woodwork: Delaware Valley

Designers and Manufacturers paints and stains: Benjamin Moore

ceramic tile: Dal-Tile carPet: Karastan terrazzo: Roman Mosaic cus-

tom metals: Crescent Designed Metals furniture: Knoll, Herman

Miller, Haworth, Allermuir, American Seating interior lighting: Day-

O-Lite, Neoray, Portfolio, Peachtree exterior lighting: Bega'

Elliptipar auditorium dimming system: Lutron elevators:

ThyssenKrupp plumbing fixtures: American Standard, Sloan, Kohler,

Fiat, Speakman, Elkay, Haws diffusers and registers: Anemostat

building controls: Siemens blind controls: Somfy

section at ventilated curtain wall
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Wonder materials can blow open the design phase. One
oft-derided class of materials that offers potential design
breakthroughs is fiber-reinforced polymers, or FRps, which
can be fabricated for a wide range of tensile, flexural, and
impact properties. They're superlight-FRps deliver more
strength per unit of weight than any unreinforced plastic and
most metals-and, at $35 to $70 per square foot installed,
their costs for ornamental applications are comparable to
those for glass-fiber-reinforced concrete, or GFRC.

Think of it: Design any conceivable shape_and get the
strength to support it under any load or condition. plus, get
integral color and building parts that never rust.

Perhaps that's why the Melbourne-bred artist Lawrence
Argent, head of the sculpture department at the University of
Denver; worked with FRps to produce a 40-foot_tall blue bear
that will soon be peering inside the expansion of Denve/s
Colorado Convention Center, a 584,000-square_foot building
designed by local firm Fentress Bradburn Architects. Called
I See WhatYou Mean, this odd commission will at least enliven
the rather plain countenance of the building,s main entrance on
14s Street when complete next April. Made of blue, faceted
composite, the ursine form appears to press its nose and paws
against the glass faEade. Argent,s goal? ,,To break down the
hierarchical environment of what people believe about art.,,

TECHNOTOGY AND PERCEPTTON
This artistic approach is about shock, in a way, while focusing
on "how technology affects perception and can also be a
tool of abstraction," says Argent, who is now working on
another commission, an 8-foot bronze pacifier. ,,1 scan works
and manipulate them."

In this case, Argent worked toward condensing the
amount of information needed to depict a bear. First, he
scanned an original sculpted model using Cyberware
(www.cyberware.com) to create a digital 3-D model, and by
using the animation programs Maya (www.alias.com) and
Lightwave 3D (www.newtek.com), adjusted the flgure! pos_
ture and stance. He then returned the form to Cyberware and
"decimated" it-that is, reduced the number of data points
describing it, giving the bear a geometry comprising 4,000
discrete elements rather than its original 500,000. This ,,low_

res" version was used to generate a rapid prototype maoe on
a Stratysys fused-deposition modeler, or FDM, using a blue
ABS plastic that inspired the bear,s flnal hue.

Argent then partnered with West Coast composites guru
William Kreysler (wrvw.kreysler.com), whom he had *ork"d

The design for a 40-foot bear structure originated in a
3-D digital model (top) that was later translated into
a stereolithographic file to control a CNC miller cut-
ting EPS piecemolds to be covered with foil and gel
(middle). The fabricator laid glass fiber and resin oier
the numerous molds, and assembled them into six
final pieces (bottom) for site erection on a foundation.
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with previously, to build the FRP structure. The digital file was

transferred to a stereolithography file-also called STL, a

standard format for sharing complicated object shapes-to
create a tool path for milling on a large computer-numeric-

controlled (CNC) machine. To cut expanded-polystyrene (EPS)

foam blocks to be the negative, or male mold, of the form, the

program Rhino (www.rhino3d.com) optimized the block sizes

for the minimum number of sections and seam lines, as well as

to fashion a membrane support system of composite mem-

bers and steel I beams fashioned into an H-frame.

In the shop, Kreysler employs what is essentially fiberglass

boatbuilding technology: The EPS piecemolds are covered

with aluminum foil and a gel coat (because the FRP's resin

melts the EPS on contact), followed by the structural lami-

nate of glass fiber and resin, creating the outer skin. After

curing, the seams are sharpened with a razor to minimize vis-

ibility. (While the composites are extremely durable, says

Kreysler, a soluble acrylic finish by Rohm and Haas is often

shop-applied to improve resistance to graffiti and soot.) For

the bear, six final sections, each made up of about 40 pieces,

were shipped to the jobsite and butted together in situ by

means of a flange system that limits the seam variations,

and then fixed to a foundation designed by the building's

structural engineer. The fully self-supporting sculpture is

designed to deflect by no more than 6 inches, so that it will

not touch the adjacent window walls.

DISPLACED BEHEMOTH

When done, the sculpture might overpower the ubiquitous

figures of sculptor Jonathan Borofsky's Dancers nearby, but

not by mere scale or shock value. Argent's representational

public art creates instant connections for viewers. He brings

the area's fauna-or, perhaps, a kitschy chainsaw bear-
down from the Rocky Mountains and into the realm of human

commerce. The displaced behemoth also displaces our Per-
ception of what a convention center is, and how a public

sculoture should be construed in such a context.
"Part of the prerequisite was piquing someone's interest,"

Argent explains.
"l wanted to make it accessible, not menacing." 

-

ln 1992,a mere 500 houses were built with light-gauge steel

frames; this year, as many as 500,000 new homes and addi-

tions will stand on steel studs and trusses. That quantum

leap relates to more than steel's better tensile and bending

strength over equivalent timber members, according to

Bruce W. Bateman, who teaches construction science at

Texas A&M University: This industry has evolved to produce

uniform member shapes and sizes, and new construction

standards and code adoptions make it easier to design and

permit residential and light commercial structures. Finally,

one no longer needs an engineer to.design a house.

"There are new standards for steel framing, and more are

coming out soon" for truss headers. steel shearwalls, and

lateral load resistance, says Don Allen, executive director of

the Light Gauge Steel Engineers Association, Washington,

D.C. Engineer Timothy J. Waite, who wrote Stee.l 
.Frame

House Construc{ron (Craftsman Book, 2000), adds that

entirely new steel-frame approaches are emerging, includ-

ing R-value-boosting "slit-web studs," corrosion-resistant

galvanized members, and single L'shaped headers.

In fact, prescriptive methods for designing all-steel

buildings are often out of date before they're printed, as

manufacturers patent new connection designs and other

ways to reduce materials and labor needed for equivalent

details. Recent innovations include Ultra-Span Deluxe from

St. Louis-based Aegis Metal Framing (www.aegismetal-

framing.com) and an improved TrusSteel by Alpine

Engineered Products (www.trussteel.com). Both products

reduce the amount of bracing material (and erection time)

needed to attach a jack truss to a girder truss on a hipped

roof-ideal for the growing institutional markets for non-

combustible materials and homey, sloped-roof appeal,

such as schools and nursing homes (see caption below)'

While cold-formed steel is almost entirely recycled, it is

rarely thought of as a green product. As its growth has

shown, it is speed, cost, and versatility-and, in many

cases, fire resistance-that have made light-gauge steel

framing so attractive. 
-

corner-truss detail 

- 

5"

For a new classroom building
at United Services, a school for
handicapped children near 5t.
Louis, the old-line architecture
firm LePique & Orne designed

a hybrid structure of sPlit'face
concrete masonry and a metal-

truss roof (left). Project archi-
tect Michael Baalman says a

tight construction schedule and

the economy and fire rating of
steel frames swaYed his choice.

"And the sloped and Peaked
roof fits in with its residential
neighborhood," he adds.
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While dampers have been used for

decades, mostly in seismic restraint, a

new application for this technology

emerged about two Years ago: blast

damper systems that make glass cur-

tain wall safer. The idea came to Terry

Palmer, principal of Seattle struclural

engineer Magnusson Klemencic, from

looking at robust glass frames and

deep-mullion systems. "There is limited

capacity in those systems because they

are too stiff. The glass panels, curtain

wall. and mullions would fail in a bomb

blast," says Palmer. Until recently, most

blast tests performed on windows used

5-foot-by-5-foot samples; results didn't

always translate into a robust full-scale

curtain wall. Instead, tests have shown

a flexible curtain wall performs best.

The answer was to aPPIY friction

through blast damPers, like using a

raster cable to stoP planes landing on

aircraft carriers, to absorb blast pres-

sure. Magnusson Klemencic consid-

ered the possibility of a glass-absorb-

ing cable-supported curtain wall.

READY WILLING, AND CABLE

Seele, a German curtain wall company,

also thought a cable-supported wall

would be viable' In spring 2002, Seele

conducted blast testing of cable-

stayed, laminated glass walls. The com-

pany's report on blast-resistant glazed

faEades showed that, as blast energy

subsided, the cable sYstem would

return to its original form. All the outer

E[ or | ?oot il

glass panes fractured, but the inner

laminated-glass Panes showed very few

splinter fragment deposits. Basically,

the outer glass deforms, breaks, and

absorbs energy while a glass inter-

layer holds back the broken glass.

The test also showed that the fric-

tion damper will slip at a predictable

point. The result? Architects can

design curtain walls that are more visu-

ally transparent and yet can absorb a

greater blast. And using computation-
al fluid dynamics, or CFD, designers

can comPute wind loads and engineer
precise systems that can absorb the

forces. "We can design glass faqades to

deal with the shock waves-actually
soak them up," exPlains Phil Khalil,

engineering director of the faEade-con-

sulting firm Front, in New York City.

SAFE INSIDE AND OUT

With cable-wall systems, the reflection

of the energy wave {rom an explosion

is also contained. In the Oklahoma City

bombing, hundreds of PeoPle were

injured by glass projectiles blocks

away. Experts say cable-wall systems

benefit their building's occupants and

those nearby because of the wall's

capacity to absorb concussive shock'

"As we reduce the amount of load-

bearing elements, we have to design

and calculate everything differently,"

says Hans FreY, vice President of

Seele! Chicago office. But the payoff

is that the wall can absorb ten times

After extensive blast testing of glazed
giass panels (above), engineers have

been able to predict the precise loads
curtain-stayed walls like those at
Philadelphia's Kimmel Center (left) can

sustain, while achieving maximimum
transparencY.

more Pressure. "And it's only a 10- to
2O-percent Premium over a steel-mul-

lion system," says FreY.

"The number-one prioritY is to make

sure the laminated glass stays suffi-

ciently intact to remain within its

frame," warns Khalil. That way, "even if

the glass has failed, the interlayer

holds onto it." A cable-supported wall

system needn't be glass: Kevlar, fab-

ric, perforated architectural materials,

or woven wire screening all work, but,

as Kahlil cautions, the cable technolo-

gy is only apProPriate for new con-

struction, not retrofits.

PRACTICAL AND PRETTY

"The backlash of 9/1 t has settled

down, and now a reasonable level of

protection is being sought," saYs

Robeft Heintges, a PrinciPal at New

York City curtain-wall consultant R.A.

Heintges & Associates. His company is

working on projects where the cable

within the mullion is acting as a shock

absorber or damPer.
"You have to introduce relativelY

high tension into the cables to Prevent
deflection, but as a result the client

gets an architecturally astounding

glass faEade," says Khalil. He notes

that there is growing momentum for

this novel approach; curtain-wall blast

dampers are being applied in military

projects, courthouses, airPorts, and

convention centers, wlth more com-

mercial usage anticiPated. r



BRIDGING
THE DIGITAL
TRAINING GAP
Screen-activity recorders (SARs)
offer customizable-and home-
mad+training solutions.

by H. Edward Goldberg

Progress often comes at a price.
Keeping pace with constantly changing
archrtectural technology may improve
productivity, but it also challenges the
resources of firms of every size, requir-
ing constant outlays of cash not only for
products but also for training. Software
is upgraded about every 12 to 1B

months and often has steep learning
curves, making staff training among the
top two problems facing architecture
offices, says Christopher Klein, a princi-
pal with the management-consulting
and research firm ZweiglWhite.

Various solutions are available,
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including free tutorials and manuals sup-
plied by vendors, third-party books and
materials, and independent classes.
Often, however, these options are time
consuming, costly, and inefficient; and
they don't always address the specific
needs of individual offices. lndependent
consultants can bridge the "one-size-
fits-all" training gap-but again, at a
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Screen-activity recorders such as
RoboDemo5 allow users to create
in-house video tutorials for soft-
ware and other applications, sav-
ing the time and money of having
repeated lessons from an outside
consultant or employee.

price. There are, however, alternative
solutions that take advantage of in-
house resources or maximize the servic-
es of outside hires, saving time and
money.

AN IN.HOUSE SOLUTION
The key player in each of these scenar-
ios is an inexpensive, easy-to-use genre

u

BETTER TEACHING THROUGH sAR TECHNOLOGY

A range of screen-activity-recorder (SAR) products, varying
in both price and capability from basic shareware to com_
plete editing suites, exists in the marketplace today.
Sophisticated features may include the use of text captions,
output to CD, automatic web-page building, and exporta_
bility to Flash and video formats (including Microsoft,s
WMV for streaming video). However, for training purposes,
a basic package should prove sufficient.

5 product: Camstudio 2.1

5 manufacturer: Softpedia
E web: softpedia.com
A nuts-and-bolts shareware product {or recording screen
activity and audio in AVI and Flash formats. lt has no edit_
ing or annotation capabilities, but as a free download, you
can't beat the price.

5 product: Camtasia Studio 2
5 manufacturer: TechSmith
5 web: techsmith.com
The industry leader, this program is used by major CAD

software manufacturers and training facilities. lt contains
five modules-an audio editor, video editor, menu maker.
player, and a recorder, as well as its own proprietary com-
pression scheme. The cost is about $300.

5 product: ScreenCorder 4
5 manufacturer: Matchware
5 web: matchware.net
A full-featured product that includes a ,,Web Builder., for
presenting videos online, it outputs to AVl, animated GlF,
Flash, and WMV, at $250 a seat. For extranet or Internet
training, WMV allows the viewing of tutorials without down_
loading a separate program or plug-in.

O product: RoboDemo 5

il manufacturer; Macromedia
5 web: macromedia.com
This full-featured SAR from the inventor of Flash seamtess_
ly integrates with the rest of the company,s extensive line
of web tools. Priced on the high end, each copy runs
about $400. H. Edward Goldberg
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of software called the screen-activity
recorder (SAR). SARs are used to create

professional tutorials like the product
demos software developers offer as free

downloads on their websites, as well as

third-party training CDs. SARs allow the

digital capture of any mouse movement

and on-screen functions that appear on

a computer monitor. Depending on the

software, captured footage can be

saved in several formats including auto-

run CDs, self-running demos, and AVI

movie files playable with RealPlayer or

Windows Media Player. Other outPut
formats include Flash and Ouicklime
for Mac and PC.

The most prevalent application of

the SAR technology is by software ven-

dors, who use it to create marketing

and training materials. Kevin Robinson,

a technical marketing specialist at

Autodesk, says, "We record demos of

new products for our customers, and I

record videos to educate the sales

force. We also create training videos for

the reseller community and bundle

tutorials products like AutoCAD 2005,

Architectural Desktop 2005, and YIZ."

An emerging, yet still underPubli-

cized and underappreciated use of this

product is the creation of custom, in-

house tutorials for use by individual

firms. Often there is one "computer

guru" or CAD manager in an office,

responsible for following advances in

the tech field, answering questions, or
teaching staff and new hires. This per-

son's time, knowledge, and abilities can

be leveraged through the creation of
need-specific, SAR-created training
materials. The SAR modules offer
cheaply produced video educational
material that is specific to the firm's

unique operations, techniques, and

work flow, focusing only on the most rel-

evant program features. And it is rePeat-

able, self-paced learning that promotes

standardization and consistency of use

within the firm. Even Presentations by

outside consultants can be captured,

using SARs, for future replay. The train-

ing modules can be shared by CDs or on

office intranets and extranets.

ON.DEMAND REFRESHER COURSES

Beau Turner, CAD manager {or Hanbury

Evans Wright Vlattas & Company, a mid-

sized architectural firm in Norfolk,

Virginia, that employs roughly 70 CAD

users, is directly responsible for training

his colleagues in CAD rendering and

visualization. To address recurring soft-
ware and technology issues with users,

he spends a short time creating a video

with the SAR application Camtasia (tech-

smith.com) to illustrate the steps required

to remedy the problem. Users then have

a refresher available when neeoeo.

Recently, when his firm upgraded to
the 2005 release of Architectural
Desktop, Turner used his screen

recorder to document many of the
changes and new work flows in a video-
tutorial format, which he posted on the

firm's intranet, that accompanies the
firm's electronic CAD manual. After a

traditional classroom training session,

CAD users accessed the intranet and

independently referenced the tutorials

as needed. The time required to create

video tutorials is minimal when com-

pared to teaching the same material to

multiple users who, over time, may not

recall certain processes, Turner adds

H. Edward Goldberg is an architect,

industrial designer, and A/E/C industry
anafyst; he also wrote Autodesk
Architectural DesktoP 2OO5: A
Comprehensive Tutori al.
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fl nna Now, Presenting...

5 product: InDesign CS
2 manufacturer: ,Adobe
5 web: adobe.com

The new darling of the

graphic design world,

InDesign is rapidly emerg-

ing as the architect! and

designer's choice {or mak-

ing project presentations,

competition entries, and

other materials. Ouickly

gaining in popularity over

Ouark and PageMaker,

another Adobe produa, this program features oPtions

and enhancements that allow more creativity in the

design process and {reedom with layout' Used by design

{irms, publishers, and more, this product uses the same

commands, tools, and palettes as Photoshop and

lllustrator, allowing for a quick and efficient transition to

the new program. One feature that makes InDesign so

user-friendly is the ability to imPort files from any other

Adobe program and maintain fonts, spacing, and other

specifications. Files can then be modified and improved

with the wider range of tools that InDesign offers.

5 product: InterWrite Meeting Suite
5 manufacturer: GTCO CalComp
5 web: gtcocalcomp.com

Comprising a series of inter-

active meeting products, the

Interwrite Meeting Suite

allows for a group of people

to view and respond to a

prepared computer Presen-
tation. The MeetingBoard is

an electronic white board

that displays a comPuter

image onto a flat screen on

which users can make and

save digital dry-erase notes, allowing for brainstorming and group-edit-

ing of digital files. The MeetingPad is a wireless device that gives the

user mouse functionality anywhere in the room. Seven o{ the pads can

be used with one computet allowing every participant in the meeting to

make notes and interact with the material. The iPanel is an LCD monitor

that allows the presenter to annotate the presentation; and have the

changes apPear on the screen behind the speaker-letting him or her

change the presentation or add notes and suggestions without turning

away from the audience. The products all work together to make any

meeting a more interactive and collaborative Process.
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ln collaboration with its international partners, SELUX interior and exterior architectural lighting

systems enhance urban life-style with creative lighting solutions Our manufacturing facility in

NY provides the support to our global perspective with the strength of American manufacturing'
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lino Warler Conter, Columbus Circle, ilsw york City
lmaqe: Skidmore, owings & Merrill and Archjmstion

Session Topics lnclude:
. Site Planning, Construction

& Design

- Permitting process, latest design
trends, controlling construction costs

. Financing Mixed-Use Projects

- Assembling the right finance
pacKage

. Managing for Maximum Profit

- Leasing strategies, managing
0rverse tenant groups

. Case Studies in Success

. How to Find Partners & Structure JVs

Valuable Information.

Get Involved in
the Hoftest

Real Estate
0pportunityToday.,.

October 28-29,2004
The Ritz-Garlton, Buckhead, Atlanta, GA

Architecture, Comnercial Property rVews and Multi-Housing News
combine their industry expertise to bring you the all-new Mixed-Use
Development Conference.

Learn everything you need to know to begin successfully developing
mixed-use projects or to expand your existing portfolio at this one-
of-a-kind conference. With sessions led by experts in the design,
finance & development sectors and networking opportunities to
find capital, design and development partners, the Mixed-Use
Development Conference is a MUST-ATTEND event!

For more information on
session_s, speakers or to register, log on t0

www.cpnonline.com/conferences and click on
the "Mixed-Use Development Conference" or call

1-8|n-950-131t. exr. 45&t.

lntere_sle4 in lponsoring? Ca ll Patrick Bren nan,
546-654-4570 for information on our exclusive

sponsorship packages.

Extensive Nemorking Opportunities.
Innovative Sffategies from the Experts on one

presented by
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of the fastest growing sectors in Real Estate.



As green design has become more

integral to practice, so has early-stage

engineering analysis. As a result, the

"plan takeoff," and its tradition of man-

ual data entry, has become a familiar

subdiscipline for the deslgn team.

But no more: lf CAD industry gurus

are right, architects will soon be doing

instant calculations of building energy

use and code compliance-and even

fire-safety costs and sustainability rat-

ings-easily and automatically during

schematic design.

The enabling technologY, drYlY but

generically put, is data transfer: zap-

ping prepared CAD information direct-

ly into analytical tools already created

for engineers and other specialists. lf

the data is tagged and formatted

right-using building-information mod-

eling (BlM) software, for example-the

orocess takes Iittle time and effort. New

data-transfer tools are now interopera-

ble with Graphisoft's ArchiCAD and, as

of last month, Autodesk! M/E/P engi-

neering program, Autodesk Building

Systems. (Rumor has it that Bentley and

Nemetschek are also launching slmilar

modules for their architectural soft-

ware.) The third-party applications
enable studies of energy consumption,

heating and cooling loads, and duct

sizing for fire protection.
Most exciting to designers, however,

is the "instant environmental profile":
Green Building Studio, a software mod-
ule introduced last April by Petaluma,

California-based GeoPraxis (www.geo

praxis.com), lets architects quickly predict

energy usage using DOE-2 eOuest soft-

ware (wvwv.doe2.com/equest) and auto-

matically score their designs based on

the U.S. Green Building Councilt LEED

ratrng system.

Underlying the green data-transfer
technology is gbXML, a nonproprietary

file format created in 2000 from

GeoPraxis with some funding from the

California Energy Commission. (The

"gb," by the way, stands for "green

building"; other open formats include

ddXML, which is used for duct
designs.) The gbXML tools, such as

Green Building Studio, "take cost out

of the design process and speed it up

significantly," contends James A.

McCray, chief oPerating officer of

GeoPraxis. "Architects don't need to
send information to engineers to get

an early-stage energy analysis, and

they don't need to do Plan takeoffs

anymore. This vastly improves accuracy,

because the information flows directly

from the design drawings." r

Pilkington Profilit'"
Westcrowns Inc. are the sole supplier of the market leading and award

winning Pilkington Profllif'" system, which is a versatile and cost

effectiv-e glazinjsolution. The Profilil"system is capable of being curved'

cut to shape or installed to slopes and offers the unique benefit of

maximum levels of natural daylight, yet provides privacy from exterior

sunoundings. Profilif's* flexibility combined with its stunning appearance

creates a unique product for architectural design'

Blablished 1873

WESTCRO$/NS INC.
t:9'10 579 4441 e: admin@westcrowns'com

www.westcrowns.com
Circle 60 or www.architecturemag com/productinfo



Known best for its structural systems,
Simpson Strong-Tie makes a power
play for the ornamental niche with its
"Architectural Products Group, " sever-
al collections of attractive connectors
and joist ties for the fashionable arena
of exposed-timber construction. The
"Rustic" line features notched articula-
tions and chamfered corners to com-
plement lodge and home interiors. All
products-including ties, corumn caps,
angles, and straps-come in a textured
black powder coating.

One can't help but exclaim "Classic!,,
upon viewing AA-Abingdon's throw-
back catalog design and its equally
nostalgic line of pressed-metal panels,
ideal for flat and coffered ceilings,
backsplashes, moldings and cornices,
and even trendier, less traditional uses,
such as wallcoverings. Classicl

Customize and design your own embossed pattern
with this new sheet-metal line, and apply the result as
wall panels, column cladding, elevator interiors and
surrounds, door surfaces, planters, and trash bins.
Called "Tech," the pattern is available in warm-col-
ored fused metals or chilly stainless steel (shown), in a

variety of proprietary finishes. A clean, sculptural
embossure to enliven cosmopolitan environments.

A new collection of handmade "tar-
nished copper" tiles brings warm hues
and embossed decorative patterns to
interior and exterior walls and floors,
and seems especially suited to culinary
settings. Coated with a durable baked-
on lacquer, the metal surface is
attached to a cementitious backer
board, allowing for any applications
and installation methods analagous to
those for ceramic tile. Three styles are
available in 4-inch and 6-inch dots,
decos, runners, and {ield tiles: Trefoil,
Romanesque, and Fleur-de-Lis.

Better known as Timet, this maker
offers "commercially pu re" architectur-
al titanium at better price points than
ever. (And good corrosion resistance
and low thermal expansion allow the
company to offer a 1OO-year warranty.)
Recent projects include a residence in
Utrecht, the Netherlands (below), in
which the architect concealed a failing
brick structure with a blobby wrapper.

- 
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3 product: Capsule Light
5 manufacturer: Mio Culture
E web: miocuhure.com

Two 1OO-percent wool shells are joined to produce the Capsule Light. The

top shell, which can be specified in a variety of richly muted colors, directs

light, while the bottom shell, in white, diffuses light. The pendant fixture,

designed to be suspended in groups or as single units, is 1 foot from top to

bottom and 8 inches in diameter. llluminated by 26-watt comPact fluorescent

lamps, the Capsule is recommended for both public and private spaces.

5 product: LC-Euro Collection
5 manufacturer: Litecontrol
5l web: litecontrol.com

Litecontrol has joined with four
European companies (Dark and Waco

of Belgium, Fagerhult of Sweden,

and Hacel of England) to offer 1 6 new

oroducts for commercial, institution-

al, and retail lighting applications in

the North American market. All of the

fixtures are assembled in the United

States and conform to UL standards.

One example from the collection is

Dark's "lce," a pendant-mounted fix-

ture with semi-direct illumination.

q

I

E product: Faro
5 manufacturer: palluccoluce
5 web: modernliving.com

The Faro floor lamp has a zinc-colored,

painted-steel base and suPpoft stem.

Its aluminum reflector can be pointed

vertically (up to 100 degrees), swiveled

360 degrees, and it comes in two ver-

sions:11 inches and 13.8 inches in

diameter. Faro takes a 200-watt incan-

descent lamp.

5 product: Sino
5 manufacturer: Ansorg
E web: ansorg,com

The Sino luminaire comes in a range ot

suspension systems (steel cable or rod)

and with interchangeable, aluminum

reflectors that offer adjustable {ocus.

The wide-beam reflector has an angle

range of 80 to 120 degrees, while the

narrow beam reflector has a range of 30

to 80 degrees.

j,'" 
r..,

El product: O-Lite
E manufacturer: Belux
E web: belux,com

Similar to the illumination effect of an automobile

headlight, the O-Lite produces widely dispersed

light through small prisms. The fixture can be

mounted indoors or out, employs 22-watt T5 flu-

orescent lamps, and is suitable for use in hall-

wavs, staircases, waiting rooms, and bathrooms

FOR TNFORMATION ON LIGHTING, CIRCLE 126 ON PA6E 105'
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Using screens from the 1970s, New

Orleans-based Flavor Paper is a new

company with a vintage feel. Offering

eight stock designs in four colorways

each in their inaugural line, the fully

customizable, hand-screened wallpa-

per is available in one-, two-, or three-

screen patterns.

if

$t

$

$
I Choose irom raised surface designs

'lt sucn as circular, diamond, rectangular or

i:i horizontal bar with or without Grit Strip

ii
:..]

:li

ii
,,i+rrlit',..1

North Carolina-based designer Michael

Laessle applies employee dress codes

to the office interior. Three patterns-
Business Dress, Business Casual, and

Casual Friday-in colorways with titles

such as Open-Toed Pump and Silk Shid,

offer a touch of whimsy to commercial

panel fabrics. Laessle s inspiration comes

from his background in ment fashion-
each pattern is based on patterns and

textures found in the fabrics of its name-

sake style of dress.

Perfect for jigsaw-puzzle enthusiasts,

V2 is Mio's second collection o{ 3-D

wallpaper Made completely out of

post- and pre-consumer waste paper-
and recyclable itself-the V2 line of

reconfigurable wallpaper tiles allows

for instant and repeated customization

of a space. So fat however, brown is

the only color available.

Conventional wallpaper too boring?

Then try matte and metallic hand-

painted wall murals bY artist John

Mahoney. For his first collection of wall

murals, MahoneY comes on-site to

paint rooms of a minimum 10 feet

square. Blending eastern and western

influences in six patterns, each mural is

available in four color Palettes,
Mahoney has also designed a series of

coordinating rugs in nylon or wool'

;
F
:=t:

.-:

inserts and adju
proper fit. Match
avallable in plain

-i' i

stable nose designs ior
ing risers and floor ttles

or marbletzed colors.

{it\ Forfree brochure and samples' contact

ta$l mrrssoN RIIBBER c(o.
\)L Po. Box 7038 ' Akron, oH 44306'Fax (330)773-3254

800-321-2381' E-mail info@mussonrubber'com' www mussonrubber'com

Circle 44 or www.archltecturema g.com/productinfo
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The Noguchi Museum I Long lsland City, New York The borough of

Queens is as rich in cultural treasures as any other part of New York City,

if less centrally located. While The Museum of Modern Art's temporary headquarters

and the P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center garner far more attention, another Oueens insti-

tution, the Noguchi Museum, has just reopened following a 3O-month-long renovation.

Housing the late lsamu Noguchi's art and archives, the museum occupies a 1928 two-

story industrial building (a former photo-engraving plant) that was converted and

expanded by the artist and Shoji Sadao of Fuller Sadao Architects in 1982. The lastest

renovation by Sage and Coombe Architects focused on relatively invisible upgrades,

including structural and fagade repairs and the renovation of offices and galleries; the

institution and its architects left Noguchit muscula4 open-air concrete-block addition

unscathed and its lush, if tiny, garden in pristine condition. The reopening marks the

centennial of Noguchi's birth and launches expanded programming, including, for the

first time, temporary exhibitions and year-round visiting hours. The inaugural installa-

tion, curated by Robert wilson and on view through october 3, is "lsamu Noguchi:

Sculptural Design," which looks at the artist's sculpture, architectural designs, stage sets,

playgrounds, landscapes, furniture, and light flxtures' Abby Bussel

Son-O-House I Nox/Lars
Spuybroek I Eindhoven,

The Netherlands Gently humming, Son-O-

House lies in wait for passersby. As visitors

approach it through mounds of dirt that

seem pushed aside by a great explosion, its

slithering stainless-steel mesh forms come

alive with undulating tones, their pitch rising

to a crescendo as one enters its curving

rooms. This "space where sound lives" by

Dutch digi-architect Lars Spuybroek is

meant to be a place for meditation and

gathering, a public art Piece in an lT office

park near Eindhoven. Using computer Pro-
qrams of his own devising, Spuybroek

designed Son-O-House in collaborationuE)lvl lgw Jvr r-v r tvsJ\

with acoustical artist Edwin van der Heide. The architect claims the work is a translation of life's daily activities into a nest of
vvlll I qLvvJrrv

curves extruded into a ,,home." As with much architecture that seeks to transform asPects of reality into novel 
Yt:,.:1"j"-'-1LUI VE) g Ll UVgv rr r(v s

tionshiptoSon-o-House,soriginsareobscure.Theformtnove|tya|so|eads,.:.:.T:..1,1|I'::l']:11:i::i]?T.l..,jl
;;;iln;";";;ftr. n'"grJr"tr, its effect is mesmerizing: Half-beast, half-building, its forms and sonorous breathing

L-^l^^., .J^.,^l^^aA in thncoL|qvv|| |:,

offer an alternative to the mute forms of the nearby office buildings, hinting at the shape the technologt d*^"1"_!:t|l".t"
9llgl ql

offices might look like if it were free to float through our lives without function, context, or material concerns' Aaron Betsky

ffiarchitecturgradio.orgSanFrancisco-basedarchitectsDavisMarquesandNikkiChen
hatched the idea for Architecture Radio after Chen tried in vain to get to a design lecture 10 hours away in Los

- 

rrqlvrrev rrl

Anqeles. Due to the frustrating experience, says Marques, "we realized that it would be a great resource to have lectures avail-

ic range of coverage, it will be an invaluable resource' Anna Holtzman

able on the Internet so everyone could listen to them'"

Two and a half years later, www.architecture-radio.org was launched, making its debut last April' The well-designed site offers

an array of educational audio segments, from recorded AIA lectures on topics such as green design to a BBC radio broadcast on

the London Architecture Biennale. 
,,We want to present material that speaks to the 'how' and 'why' of architecture," says

Marques, the nonprofit,s president, explaining that the website's content 
"idr"rr"t 

the nuts and bolts of designing and building

as well as issues that place the practice in a greater context. In addition to providing links to existing online audio material' the

ArchitecrureRadio staff records and uploads public lectures put on by organizations such as the AIA; they plan to provide con-

tinuing-education credits soon. Because the operation is small, manyof the lectures are based in the san Francisco area; how-

ever, with more resources, Marques hopes to go nationwide in the future. "lt's all about trying to figure out a way that people

can keep working together and learning from each other," he states. lt's an idea that makes sense, and with a wider geograph-

lE or I aos+ 
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Tall Buildings I MoMA
ONS I Q,ueens, New

York I Through September 27 The
decimation of the World Trade
Center prompted architects to con-
sider anew the skyscraper. While
the complex was a city unto itself,
the towers were, in fact, divorced
from the rest of the metropolis. The
need for urban connections is just
one topic covered in the exhibition
Tall Buildings at the Museum of
Modern Art (MoMA) in Oueens.
Cocurated by Terence Riley, archi-
tecture curator, and engineer Guy
Nordenson, the show is one of the
last before MoMA moves to its
redesigned Manhattan quarters on
November 20.

Featuring skyscrapers designed
over the past 10 years, the show
looks at how computer modeling
has influenced technicar aovances
and led to an unprecedented diver-
sity in form. The exhibit depicts 25
projects in drawings, photographs,
and large-scale models that make
the gallery look more like a sculp-
ture exhibition. An elegant wood
model, for example, represents the
JR Ueno Railway Station (below) in
Tokyo by architect Arata lsosaki and
engineer Tochihiko Kimura. A Web
srte accompanies the exhibit.
Bay Brown

A Field Guide to Sprawl I Dolores Hayden I W.W. Norton &
Company Dolores Hayden, an urban historian, author, and architect

who has long trained her eyes on the built environment, has produced a smart,
entertaining critique of the political and commercial forces behind our sprawling
presence on the land. Paired with aerial photographs by Jim Wark, Hayden's 51
definitions of the vocabulary of sprawl range from "alligator," which describes a
subdivision that languishes for years without a house in sight, to "privatopia,,,
where homeowners associations dictate the sights and sounds of the streetscape,
to "zoomburb," which, like a "boomburb," is a fast-growing suburban place much
like sun City, Arizona (below). An essay by Hayden reminds us of how we.ve man-
aged to fuel so much unsustainable growth-federal tax breaks, state and local
subsidies for development, highway-building programs-suggesting that we ,,do
not have to tolerate sprawl. Decades of accepting the ugly as inevitable have taken
their toll, but American cities, small towns, and rural areas have much to offer
besides examples of careless development." We do not, she concludes, have to
succumb to "mindless growth machines.,, Abby Bussel
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Fil li-,i't]! l..F!-i l4
Trials and Turbulence:
Pep6n Osorio
A tableau of the archltec

ture of soclal seryices as

seen by the artist.
ltJSTllUlt Sl
tOI'J]E }..': f ORAITY A RT

ica ph ila.org
Sept 8-December 12

I.IOUST$N. YTXAS
Architecture as Art
AIA Fort Worth Presents a

month-long series of talks,

radio programs, and tours

to celebrate arch tecture In

flouston.
vA*l*u1 l*cAr|*ld5
aiatoftwofth.org
Throughout October

L*! AFiSgTES
George Nakashima:
Nature, Form & Spirit
Furnlture designed
between'1943 and 1990
I APAru ga{ Atl g lii':rxr!
l.l&ll.JLrAi" [t trSL i] il
la n m. o19

September '12-

January 2, 2005

t.lgw Ys*l{ t!;'f
8th Annual
Docomomo Conference
Examlnlng postwar
modernlsm n an

expand ng wor d.
i*f i.4'1111& liru 1!' lEtll!
docomomo2O04.org
September 2lOaober 2

PA;,r.tr;: run. *.!i-ls*litu i.q

gardenLAb experiment
Architects and sclentists
come together to create
an evolvrng ecosystem.
nFr iFilTfR *sttgcg tlF
*F:iiiN
gardenlab.org
September 7-October 16

uAl-lrl.i*R:
NeoCon East
Designers come to see

new Lnteflors prooucrs
and design solutions
from over 250 exhibltors
i:lALlrtoiclis isl"rv*tlTl*l*
i:FliigR
merchand semaTt.com

October 6-7

Sustainable Design and
Development Awards
lDA, AlA, and CoreNet
Globa reward firms {or

making sustainabillty a cor

nerstone of thei r Pract ce.

da.org, a a.o19,

corenetg oba .org
Deadline October 1

{ihtl}l a.,lA1l

Design Charette for
Social Justice
Architecture for Humanity
combines design advocacy
and social justice work in

Ohio.
ovg!i"Tirl-*14thlg
a rch itectureforhuma n tY.org
September 1 7-1 9

Flight 93 National
Memorial Design
Competition
Famll es seek to create a

memorial to the vlctims of

the September 1 1 
th 

Plane
crash in Pennsylvania.

f Li ght93memorialprolect.org
Registration ends Dec 27

C rc'e 54 o'ww\\.o Cfr'l€c Lremo! 'o'r/p'oducl nlo
Cic e 202 or www.archltecturemag com/productlnTo



)RIGINAL CAST LIGHTING

/ALKER DISPLAY

EATHER SHIELD

The Si holelte s a new i^d rect pen,
oanr r.on] lne uLL. h s JntqLe
design is perfect for low ceiling
app ications where high light levels
and low glare are a necessity. The
Silhouette is available in a number of
different finishes,hanging sysrems,
and bottom lenses.
Original Cast Lighting
www.theocl.com
31 4-863 1 895
Circle 1 19

Waiker Display he ps you oestgn an
efficjent system for exhibiting art-
work anywhere. The functional no
naiis design works on all warr sur-
faces, alJowrng creativrty and easy
rearrangement of artwork.

COMPLETE FREE

CATATOG AVATLABLE

Walker DispJay lncorporated
PO Box16955
Duluth, MN 55816 6955
B0a-234-7 614
www.wa I kerd isplay.com
Circle 120

Weather Shield's new
Telescoprng Patio Door
ranges from 19' wide to 24'
w de and heights of 6,10,,,
B'2" or 10'0".lts worthy of the
view it frames, whether land-
scaPe, seascaPe O" TOJntain_
side panorama. This door,s
design has overlooked noth_
ing so its view can overook
everytL;.rq Visrr the Web stte
at www.weathershield.com or
call 1-BOA-477-6808, Circte 12,t

To advertise contact

Michael Parrish at

646 654 5763 (phone)

or 646 654 5816 (fax)

mparrish@architecturemag.com

_l _ .f. I I .. .crasstTted adverttst ng
To advertise, Contact Michael parrish

1-646-654-5763 or Fax 1-646-654-5816 mparrish@architecturemaq.com
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JR Walters,R9so.urces, lnc. specializing in the placement o{ technica/
prolessionars in the A&F field. Openinqs nationwide.

Aodress: PO. Box 6tl, St. J-oseph, [/l 490g5_0617
phone: 269_925_3940 fax: 269_925_0449

e-mail: jrwawa@jrwalters.com www..jrwalters.com.
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at the

Coalition-operated Abu Ghraib prison this spring, President

Bush promised to provide "a fitting symbol of lraq's new

beginning" by replacing the Baghdad facility with "a modern,

maximum-security prison." Few lraqis cheered. Some wanted

Abu Ghraib preserved as a memorial to both the horrors com-

mitted there under Saddam Hussein's regime and abuses

under the United States-led occupation, while others matn-

tained that the 34-year-old American-designed facility

remains serviceable. "We must not be sentimental," contends

Ghazi Mashal Ajil al-Yawer, head of lraq's Governing Council,

calling the idea "a waste o{ resources."

In apparent disregard o{ the negative lraqi reaction, the

Bush administration has quietly pressed ahead with plans for

a new facility-plans that existed before the war even began'

says International Corrections and Prisons Association board

member Stephen Carter. The planned prison was aPProved at

a cost of $4OO million as part of the $87 billion emergency

war-spending request approved by Congress last September'

According to Cafter, a design-build team chosen by the

lraqi Governing Council and the State DePartment-controlled

lraq Reconstruction Management Office will produce two

4,000-bed facilities. Although no start date or locations have

been set, it is known that the facilities will employ the so-called

"oodular" model of prison design, with groups of cells organ-

ized around a day room, exercise area, or visitation room'

The $50,000-per-bed price tag has raised some eyebrows in

Congress, as has the $'l 0 million allocated for contractor con-

sultant fees. Architect Randall Atlas, president of the Miami-

based security firm Counter Terror Design' says that

Washington's"beltwaybandits"-contractorswithconnecttons
in the capital-will likely oversee the project, but that domestic

corrections experts who are not on the government's usual

shortlist could do the job cheaper and better' "They should con-

tact the American Correctional Association," Atlas suggests'

Given that the facility will be constructed using no-bid

design-build contracts (an arrangement outlawed in most of

the United States), one might wonder if the procurement

process will be any better supervised than the corridors of

Abu Ghraib were' And an even more difficult question

remains: Does lraq need a new Prison?

Corrections exPerts agree that the abuses at Abu Ghraib

owed more to Poor supervision than poor design' From a

security standpoint, the existing facility is as adequate for

l0T oc leoo't 
-

incarcerating enemies of the new interim government as for

enemies of the last one, says Atlas. But there are dissenters'

For one, architect Jim Kessler, director of criminal-justice facil-

ities for Hellmuth, Obata + Kassabaum! Washington, D'C'

office, speculates that the podular model could help to

reduce the likelihood of more prisoner abuse By arranging

cellblocks around dayrooms and placing guards in direct con-

tact with prisoners, lraq's new prison can break with a region-

al tradition of "warehouslng" prisoners.

By contrast, Abu Ghraib was built on a "telephone-pole"

design, a variation of the linear, Auburn-style prison model'

with cellblocks running perpendicular to a central corridor'

The infamous "seventh cell block," where most of the abuses

at Abu Ghraib were committed, consists of an uninterrupted

hallway of 103 cells, each measuring 6 feet by 1O feet, which

can only be monitored by guards on foot, providing merely

intermittent supervision Unfortunately, this also meant only

intermittent supervision of guards by their superiors'

But the new {acility may be no better' The designers of Abu

Ghraib's replacement must accommodate the thousands of

security detainees that have been transferred from Abu Ghraib

to temPorary tent-and-razor-wire camps Bush's "maximum-

security facility" needs to discourage recruitment of militants (a

widespread problem in Middle Eastern prisons) yet resPect

local customs, such as allowing the incarcerated to receive fam-

ily visits within their housing units, while juggling a potentially

volatile mixture of Sunni, Shiite, and Kurdish inmate groups'

A leading expert in prison architectural history' professor

emeritus Norman Johnston of Arcadia University in Glenside'

Pennsylvania, views Bush's proposition as a distraction from

these problems, not a solution. "lt would take no time at all for

the wrong administration to make the new prison become as

horrific a symbol as Abu Ghraib was under Saddam Hussein"'

Johnston argues. "The building can only do so much'"

Both pragmatically and symbolically, the reconstruction of

lraq should begin with hospitals and education facilities-only

one new elementary school was included in the $87 billion

spending bill-not prisons. No politician should be permitted

toinsinuate,throughanexpedientoffer,that{aultyarchitecture
is to blame for the Abu Ghraib scandal Or, as Johnston puts it:

"They tore down the Bastille. But it's still very much alive "

Los Angeles-based writer Justin Clark is an editor of the

the online magazine inthefray'com'
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The Gypsum shaftliner Panel with Increased Mold protection
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